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S ./.R . is now seven years old and already the
largest active homosexual organization In the
United States. S .I.R . is dedicated to giving
freedom to the homosexual male and female,
freedom from guilt, harassment, and social
Injustice.
"Believing in our democratic heritage and that
ethical values are self-determined and lim ited
only by every person's right to decide his
own, we organize fo r: the reaffirming o f indi
vidual pride and dignity regardless o f orienta
tio n ; the elim ination o f the public stigma
attached to human self-expression; the accom
plishing o f effective changes In unjust laws
corKerning private relationships among con
senting adults; the giving o f real and sub
stantial aid to members in d ifficu lties; the
prom oting o f better physical, mental and
emotional health; the creating o f a sense o f
com m unity; and the establishing o f an attrac
tive social atmosphere and constructive outlets
fo r members and their friends."
- Preamble, S .I.R . Constitution
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David Clayton was raised in
Sacramento, the state capital, and later
received his law degree from the Universi
ty o f California. He served two years in
the Army. While in private practice in
Sacramento, he met Earl "Rick" Stokes.
The two o f them lived with David's fami
ly until Rick went to law school at U.C.
Davis. David later moved to San
Francisco where he has moved up within
the Central office o/Neighborhood Legal
Assistance to become its Director. NLA is
a federally financed project that gives free
legal assistance to the poor. He also serves
as a director o f Huckleberry House, a
home for run aways, and as Chairman o f
the Board o f Hospitality House, a center
for Tenderloin youth. David is a former
Legal Chairman of The Society for Indi
vidual Rights (S.I.R.) and has served on
the S.I.R. organization's Board o f Direc
tors. He is also a Director of the San
Francisco Mental Health Association
where he was one of those instrumental
in getting a statement from that group to
the effect that homosexuals are not
"sick," that they lead productive lives.
(July, 1971, Vector^.
Rick Stokes was raised in Oklahoma
on a farm where he spent the first 25
years o f his life. While David comes from
a family o f 12, Rick's family consisted o f
four. Much o f Rick’s early life was spent
with a nearby family and with a young
boy 12, whom he met when he was 10.
This love affair was to last ten years and
took Rick up to the time that he entered
the Army. Upon returning he became an
instructor for Arthur Murray Dance Stu
dios. He married "because in the atmo
sphere 1 was in every young man grew up
to get married. ” Four years and two
children later, Rick divorced his wife and
moved to Sacramento, California where
he had a position waiting for him with a
dance studio. Eleven months later, "My
search for a companion came to an end. I
found David Clayton." Rick and David
lived within David's family home. Part o f
this time Rick was ill with ulcers and his
physical problem became a concern o f
the Clayton family as Rick was accepted
as a member o f the family. Together,
David and Rick formed a homosexual
rights group in Sacramento called The
Association for Responsible Citizenship
(ARC).. . Rick later entered law school
at U.C.-Davis and “home” became San
Francisco because David had moved
there. After Rick taught two years in the
public schools, he went for a law degree
and he is now a practicing attorney in San
Francisco. He has been most active in the
homosexual rights movement and served
as President o f //re Council on Religion
and the Homosexual Rick is a Director
of the Family Service Agency as a homo
sexual and was instrumental in having
that group reorganize homosexual cou
ples as part o f their program (April, 1971,
Vector/ He is presently a recognized
spokesman for homosexual rights and
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meets a number o f speaking assignments
each month. Recentlv Rick and David
appeared on the local NBC-TV outlet as
attorneys and homosexual lovers.
By Larry Mullen
The warm and friendly colors of the
Stokes-Clayton household retlect upon
the warmth and cordiality of its inhabi
tants. Rick Stokes and David Clayton are
two successful San Francisco attorneys
who have lived together as companions
and lovers for over ten years. Their home
is a comfortable blending of modern con
venience with “old world” decor. Both
men are unpretentious, busy, and effi
cient as they lead their personal, business,
and community service lives. When you

tormed the ARC organization. There
were gay social groups but they wanted a
group that would openly make the people
in Sacramento aware that homosexuals
existed and that they should have equal
rights. They held seminars and made pub
lic appearances. ARC met in the Method
ist church where David and Rick were
active.
Rick entered the conversation to say
that, “times are changing fast. News
papers are now using words such as “gay”
instead of “pervert.” Ten years ago a gay
joke on television was treated as a putdown on gay peqjle. Today, such jokes
indicate that a gay lifestyle may be ‘dif
ferent’ but that it is acceptable. Much of
this comes about because of the publicity
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ask them for an opportunity to talk with
them they both have to first consult their
schedule calendars for the week. ... In
September, 1971, Vector presented a talk
with Bob Chaplaine and Rick Winter, two
instructors with the American Conserva
tory Theater (ACT). David and Rick are
also lovers but they lead much different
lives than our ACT friends, as we shall
discover.
David initiated our conversation by
saying that he has never had a sexual ex
perience with a woman nor has he ever
dated girls.” Ot his early sexual attitude
toward himself, he says “1 was a happy
child and a homosexual. It never both
ered me. I was the youngest of ten child
ren and I was treated like an adult early
in life. My sexual experiences were very
limited.” . .. When we asked David how
he “analyzed” the “cause” for his homo
sexuality he said, “The only reason to
analyze why something came to be is to
determine why the condition was un
happy or how one can change that condi
tion. I was happy and comfortable with
my sexual orientation. Do beautiful peo
ple sit around and talk about how they
came to be so beautiful? ,. . People who
want to study homosexuality appear to
do so because they want to work out a
course of prevention, thus they must
determine the ‘cause’ of it. Thus we have
the theories of ‘possessive mothers’ and
‘possessive fathers’.”
While in Sacramento, Rick and David

that comes from confrontations makes
the public aware that homosexuals exist
and that they are often unjustly treated.
Homosexuals now exert themselves legal
ly, on the streets, and politically.”
We asked both gentlemen what they
thought the effect was of the recent mili
tant street demonstrations by the young
gay militants. David stressed, “It is im
portant that we have let many people
know that there are a substantial number
of people who are gay and that they are
not ashamed or sick and who are interest
ed in improving their place in soci
ety.” . . . Rick added, “It is important
that the street demonstrations have won
support for gay liberation from Third
World people. There are times when l,as
a militant homosexual, feel that some gay
militants are in danger of dissipating their
strength by taking up other causes when,
after all, the number one battle is homo
sexual civil rights. However, we can not
lose sight of the fact that homosexual
civil rights is wrapped up in the struggle
for the rights of everyone.”
Is the real oppressor, capitalism?
David’s response was quick; “1 don’t
think you have to be a Marxist to be a
true gay revolutionary. However, I favor a
great deal more socialization than we
have now. A basic industry that exploits
our natural resources should not be allow
ed to do so for profit. Just being born in
this county, should entitle everyone to
certain basic services. Everyone should be

adequately nourished, have good medical
care and inexpensive legal services.”
Rick states that the gay militant is
right when he recognizes the government
as the repressor . . . “It is the government
that has excluded us from civil service,
kicked us out of the military, publicly
harassed and humiliated us and denied us
general employment by not giving us
equal protection.”
In discussing their life together, Rick
and David emphasize that they frequently
reach decisions jointly. They decide what
is best for one another and how suchand-such action would most help one of
them or both of them to better serve the
community. It was such decision-making
that resulted in Rick’s decision to accept
a scholarship to study for one year in
Spain, a few years ago. They both felt
that it would broaden Rick’s experience
and thus make him a more creative per
son.
Rick has known the fear of economic
reprisal. While David was accepted as an
attorney and up-front homosexual, Rick
was still studying at U.C.-Davis. While at
Davis, Rick came out openly as a homo
sexual, speaking on the subject and from
personal experience at every opportunity.
He says, “1 felt that 1 had an obligation to
do so although 1 was well aware that as a
result there was a possibility that 1 would
not be permitted to finish law school and
not be admitted to the Bar.” Rick did get
his law degree and continues to speak
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openly.
In the course of our conversation,
Rick inserted this comment: “I feel that
everything that 1 am and can be has come
solely because of David. I had trouble at
school and quit with low grades before I
met David. It was the result of living in a
loving relationship, being needed and
loved and loving and being needed in re
turn, that 1 went back to school and grad
uated in the top 10% of my class. The
capability was there but it may have nev
er been realized if it hadn’t been for our
relationship.” . .. David added the com
ment, “ I depend on Rick for so many
things in my life, for mutual love and
moral support. ” He jokes, “Besides it
might take me ten years to break some
body else in.” . ., Both commented that
they think alike much of the time and
even sometimes say the same things at the
same time.
David reiterates that it is important
that homosexuals use every opportunity
to speak to reporters or newscasters even
though it might result in a possible putdown. Rick agrees: “You never know
how the news media will treat you but
you must take that chance.” .. . They
were both pleased with the recent
NBC-TV coverage of their life at home
together. It was one time, they stated,
when it came out well. David says, “this
time, 1 liked seeing myself on television.”
Both agree that part of the negative
reaction to the young, gay militants is be
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cause they are young and militant, not
because they are gay. The straight, mid
dle-class person doesn’t like long hair and
the absense of a freshly cleaned and pres
sed suit. David says, “It is also logical that
homosexuals who are still in the closet
feel threatened by those who are parading
in the streets and who are saying, ‘Why
don’t you come out of your closet?’ As
the young militant tries to change the
social structure he scares the closeted
ones because this person knows no other
way to live.” . . . Rick says that there is
one obvious advantage to the street mili
tancy because it “stirs people up and they
then turn to the more conservative ele
ments in the gay community to come and
speak to them. They are not ready to deal
with the street people and someone who
looks more like him is more acceptable.
The answer to our problem is always the
same; educating the public.” . .. David
adds, “We are working toward the day
when nobody will have to be in the
closet. We are not in that position yet,
however.”
David is leaving his position with
Neighborhood Legal Assistance and he
and Rick will practice law from the same
office. Both were pleased that NLA was
now concerned about seeking an attorney
to work in this office that is openly a
homosexual so that he might better serve
the homosexual clients.
In their practices, both agree that
they serve as advisors and counselors in
other areas than law when young people
come to them for help. David states that
he has seen young men weep in his office
upon discovering that there are homosex
uals like himself and that they are capable
of being educated, responsible and yet
out-spoken. Rick and David both wish
that more homosexuals who are “closeted
away” would reach out to the younger
homosexuals and in some way help them.
Rick Stokes and David Clayton are
living examples of how two men can live
together as productive, proud homosex
uals. Vector wishes to thank them for
their cooperation.
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by Martin F. Stow
In any community the size of the
San Francisco homophile, fragmentation
is a reality. When these fragments repre
sent a personal diversity of life style (i.e.
drag or swag) or in sexual preference (i.e.
oral or anal), the variety contributes to
wards a more highly spiced life. However,
when this diversity is manifested in poli
tics it can lead to serious disunity, if we
do not take the time and trouble to ana
lyze our differences of opinion. The
recent election in San Francisco affords
us a good opportunity to better know
ourselves.
Officially, S.l.R. and the community
generally endorsed three candidates,
Dianne Feinstein for Mayor, Bob
Mendelsohn for Supervisor and Dick
Hongisto for Sheriff. S.l.R. Political
Chairman, Jim Foster, warned the S.l.R.
membership that ^e unprecedented
switch from recommending all candidates
willing to support homophile causes and
issues to the narrower endorsement of a
selected few would cause difficulty later
on in our attempt to initiate and achieve
homophile goals. In the hysteria of the
hour the warning went unheeded and, in
the case of the supervisoral race, we achieved nothing. The benefit derived
from the large Mendelsohn vote will not
offset the reservation of those elected
supervisors who were not “endorsed.” We
knew that others would win and our full
endorsement of them would have allowed
us to claim a full part in their victories.
This last minute switch in the rules
of the game caused dissention which a
minority have voiced clearly and a larger
portion of the community feel stron^y.
In two instances this dissension was not
acted upon throughout the community,
in the cases of Mendelsohn and Hongisto.
One could vote for Mendelsohn and still
exercise independent choice for other
Supervisors. The City split its vote among
Hongisto’s antagonists so that the homo
sexual vote was most significant in the
election of Sheriff. The straight majority
fragmented sufficiently to allow the co
hesive minorities to elect the best man,
rather than the man most favorable to the
power structure.
The analysis of fragmentation is best
studied in the defeat of mayoral candi
date Feinstein. If the lesson in this defeat
is not understood by the homosexual
community we are in line for further de
feats. The reaction among Mrs.
Feinstein’s gay supporters is such as to
suggest that the lesson will be difficult to
learn. It is in this reaction that we can
find some answers for the division of
mayoral votes within the gay community.
And, let us not fool ourselves, those
mayoral votes were divided.

Why is it that we could perceive so
clearly the strength for homosexual unity
in Mendelsohn and Hongisto yet be so
oblivious to the disunity in the “official”
support of Mrs. Feinstein? One would
think that male homosexuals would be
subjectively emotional about male candi
dates and objectively intellectual about
female candidates. Males are supposed to
“turn us on” so that we don’t think ra
tionally, however in this election it was
the female over whom we became emo

tionally divided- A significant proportion
of the homosexual community does not
trust Mrs. Feinstein. While we may be
able to explain our trust or distrust intel
lectually in terms, respectively, of her
support of pro-homosexual legislation or
her over-zealous concern with porno
graphy and obscenity to the detriment of
other more important problems, the male
homosexual attitude toward Mrs.
Feinstein is not based solely upon politi
cal factors. There are a good many
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psychological functions operating as well.
Mrs. Feinstein, a most feminine fe
male, was not warmly embraced to the
collective bosom of the lesbian commun
ity. Evidently they approached her quali
fications with the same objectivity that
we approached the male candidates quali
fications. Mrs. Feinstein was more than a
candidate for those who supported her.
And whatever this quality was it created
the split in the homosexual community.
What was seen as positive for one group
was viewed as negative by another. The
result was that the community lost sight of
its cause and became divided over a cand
idate. This division is obscured by the
fact that the visual and verbal segment of
the gay community supported Feinstein
while the anti-Feinstein forces are found
within the unknown gay community.
Some will argue that the latter are un
important, however, the iceberg model
serves us well here. Within the total mem
bership of S.I.R. perhaps twenty-five per
cent are visually and verbally active.
Within the total homosexual community
it would be generous to estimate that
thirty percent are above the water line; at
least sixty percent of the estimated
90,000 gay community eligibles are hid
den in the murky depths, but, EACH
HAS A VOTE!
Continued unity in the homosexual
community requires that we continue to
support causes, (i.e. mutual sexual con
sent bills, right to work bills, homosexual
representation in public agencies, etc.)
which are of general concern to the com
munity, through our support of a coali
tion of candidates sympathetic and
enthusiastic toward gay political goals.
The attempt to personify these goals in a
candidate or public official can only lead
to disunity.
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"One should keep sex on a higher plain than just the sex act
Mr. Mendenhall,
We found one shortcoming in your
editorial reply to the letter by Tip Hillan
in your September issue. You say, “So
cialism may well be our next form of gov
ernment in this country but we believe in
trying to deal with reality.” The implica
tion is, of course, that socialism and so
cialist parties like the Socialist Workers
Party somehow do not relate to real
ity .. . Dealing with reality for us means
fighting to change reality.
David Thorstad
The Militant
Sir,
1 saw my first copy of Vector in the
Spring of ‘66. Then and now just the fact
of its existence is important.
S.I.R. has grown. Automatically,
therefore. Vector has had to expand.
You, the present editor have met that
commitment. Yet it appears to me that
Vector says less about S.I.R. than ever
before while S.I.R. is doing more than
ever before. It is true that Vector must
appear to a larger, national audience but I
believe it to be true that that which S.I.R.
is doing is (or at least should be) of na
tional interest.
Thank you.
Member Robert Cole
M/e are beginning to think that this
criticism of the present editor has some
justification. In attempting to be univer
sal we may have let some of S.I.R. ’s end
less activities and involvements go unre
ported and unrecognized. Give us an
opportunity in the next few months to
correct this.
Dear Editor:
Re; Don Slater’s article on Metro
politan Community Church.
Mr. Slater’s opinions regarding MCC
are of interest to me because he appears
to base most of his arguments on sheer
emotion. One searches his essay for signs
of objective evidence or logic. None can
be found. He simply rages.
His declaration that the homophile
movement has declined in vitality since
MCC arrived on the scene is utterly lack
ing in foundation. During the past two or
three years, S.I.R., for example, has
boomed in membership. Gay liberation
groups have mushroomed across the
country. Several legal suits are before the
courts. Where is the so-called decline?
Perhaps the deterioration has taken place
within Mr. Slater’s organization in Los

??

Angeles. 1 suspect a classic case of sour ity of its early philosophy which was; we
grapes.
don’t want what heterosexuals have;
One problem which racks the heterosexuals
should not want what we
movement is individuals who waste time have.” My comment
on the whole of
and energy attacking other segments of organized religion was over
the marriages
the gay community. Mr. Slater should and sex lives of heterosexuals
realize that such a negative approach can “heterosexuals should not have what was;
they
only weaken us further. Perhaps he would have.”
do well to remember the Biblical passage,
Keep up the good work.
“Judge not that ye may be judged.”
Cordially,
MCC does not judge the work of
Don Slater
other groups but attempts to build on
their foundations. We have been able to Sorry, our typewriter makes mistakes.
reach many people who are not encoun
tered in any other gay setting.
Let us remember that straights draw
Editor, Vector,
their ammunition from Biblical passages
wish to thank you for the smash
that have been distorted. All anti-gay leg ing We
article
you did on us in the
islation is based on twisted Christianity. September, that
Vector
(“Bob and Rick”).
It is here that a major portion of the bat The response has been
tle must be fought and won. When people many people have actuallyover-whelming;
talked to us
realize that Christ was not anti-Gay, on the streets to find out if they
the
marked progress will result. He said, ones in the article. Several of ourwere
straight
“Take up your cross and follow me,” He
are sending small contributions to
added no footnotes to that simple plea. friends
S.I.R.
to
show their appreciation.
Cordially,
Here
you might be in
Frank J. Howell terested in;is something
I
recently
applied
Public Relations Committee at a bank and was told, “we arefornotcredit
MCC-Oakland we can give credit to a single man. Itsure
has
been
our
experience
that
It
smelled
Meanwhile, in next month’s Vector
a stacked deck to me to imply that
we will present an alternative approach to like
single
are not reliable and that one
Christianity in an article on The Homo needs amen
wife
and a child in order to run
sexual as a Humanist.
ones self into debt. I would appreciate
hearing from your readers about this. I
Dear George,
the clerk if he thought homosex
My comments which you printed on asked
were a bad risk and he just blustered
the unwholesome affect of gay churches uals
on the general welfare of homosexuals and foamed.
One word to all of the Gays and
were made some time ago. The wordy
Straights in San Francisco: We have the
greatest, one of the most liberal (and it
can be more so) and most beautiful places
in the country. Feel grateful and happy
every day you are here and not back East,
which we visited this summer. We are
truly happy to be back here at work with
ACT and loving our new flat and adopted
city.
Rick Winter
SW 0H ® *
Bob Chaplaine
language reflects my preliminary thinking Editor, Vector,
I’m white (big deal!) but if 1 were
on the matter. But the essence of my ob black, yellow, red or sky blue that would
jections to a ghetto institution such as a only be my skin pigment. And if my skin
gay church “for homosexuals” is there were cut, would not the same color of
for those of your readers who may have blood pour from it?
If we allow ourselves to be divided,
troubled to find it.
However obscure my point, 1 will not racially or otherwise, by the game that
take the blame for making the observa the straight people have set before us, we
tion; “The movement has lost the creativ- will go to our graves oppressed. . .and in
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shame. We will have lived our lives with
out dignity. Are we, like the straight man,
to go to church and praise his God and
then condemn others that were made
with the same hands?
We must embrace our black brothers
and sisters. We can and will receive the
same embrace back if we are sincere.
We must remember that our black
friends have a double load to carry. They
are condemned for being “queer” as well
as their race. We can learn something
from our black friends: We have a long
way to go because it is legal to be black
but look at the oppression that our black
friends experience. Let us think about
this.
Connell Stone
San Francisco
Editor, Vector,
As far as getting involved in other is
sues is concerned, we feel that he who
wants liberty and justice for himself but
is indifferent or hostile to the struggles of
others to be free is at best lacking in in
tegrity and at worst a menace to society.
However, we also feel that for a gay or
ganization to endorse a basic economic
program (capitalism vs. socialism) would
be divisive and detrimental to that group.
We do hope to see more people from
all walks of life support the legitimate
aspirations of all people everywhere.
Aubrey Bailey
Editor, Vector
The professionalism and quality writ
ing in the articles you print is very much
appreciated.
Let me comment on two things.
First, Dr. Paul Roberts’ articles are fantas
tic. At last we have an article of a reli
gious nature (October issue) where there
are facts and documentation, rather than
merely some one man’s ideas or what
“the Church says.” Listen, keep printing
Dr. Paul Roberts! (Did you know that the
clergy is the profession with the highest
rate of homosexual tendencies, according
to one psychology book I read? Religion
is one of the chief factors in the oppres
sive mental conflicts that trouble some
homosexuals. And many of us do enjoy
following this aspect in V ector.)
Second, 1 know 1 can’t be the only
person who really gets angry upon read
ing accounts such as “Victim Bacigalupi”
(page 11, October). If anything motivates
me to get up and do something, that
does. There must be thousands of us
whose blood boils over today’s “justice.”
BUT WHAT CAN WE DO? Get practical;
what can we do? One, we can send
money. Two, we can what? Write to per
sons in high places; Who, then? To say
what? Send gift subscriptions of Vector
to politicians? No, you do that, I pre
sume. I guess there’s not much we can do,
or you’d be telling us. But if you do think
of anything - anything I can do to help.
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besides financially —let me know.
Even still, regardless of the injustice
of the police, 1 think all persons should
remember if they’re going to walk up to a
stranger and start playing with his penis
in a public place, they should full-well
know they are taking chances. / will never
be arrested for having sex in the park,
because 1 am not willing to pay the high
cost (not willing to gamble with the
odds). Apparently, Bacigalupi was willing
to pay the high cost (willing to gamble
with the odds), for having sex with a
stranger in a public park.
The police action is unforgivable and
grossly unjust. That’s what gets me angry.
Very angry. But just because it is unjust
does not mean we can pretend it does not
exist! Those who ignore the possibility
may get zapped but good! (If it was
announced that all the poisonous snakes
in the zoo got loose and were roaming
around in Dolores Park, I would not stroll
there as usual, just because it really
wasn’t fair for the snakes to be there in
the first place. Better, that 1 would help
see that the snakes were rounded up first,
rather than stroll there as usual.) Every
body knows cops like to practice their
cruelty in the park.
Sincerely,
Laurence B. Berkely
Editor, Vector,
I am a member of S.I.R. and I had
read about the Senior Citizen Lunch that
S.I.R. gives each Wednesday but like
others I just took it for granted and I let
other people worry about it. One day re
cently I tdked with your Public Rblations
man, John Callahan, who said that I
should come down and see for myself on
Wednesday afternoon so 1 bought fifty
candy bars for the luncheon people and
came down.
I watched many old, retired people
really and truly enjoy themselves. First of
all they saw a movie, then they had a
good meal that even had a dessert that
was fruit salad topped with whipped
cream. Then there was Bingo and people
ate the candy bars I had brought.
1 now have even more respect for the
people who work so hard down at S.I.R.,
including those who make the lunches
and arrange these programs. It brings a
little happiness into the lives of some
lonely people.
For every good movement there
must be some responsible people and
they are down at S.I.R. Center. They de
serve a great deal of Thanks from us all.
We should all support the S.I.R. lunches
and everything else that they do to help
people. Why don’t you send in a contrib
ution today?
Harry Hinz
San Francisco
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Dick Hongisto
“I feel 1 lost because I started too
late, had a non-professional campaign and
pragmatic opponents. Those things 1 can
accept. But 1 think 1 lost the most votes
because 1 am a woman. And that tells me
I’ve got lots and lots of work ahead.”
Discouraged but not defeated moral
ly, Dianne Feinstein began to pick up the
pieces this month after being defeated by
Mayor Joseph Alioto. The mayor was re
elected with less than 38% of the vote
due to divided loyalties. The real victor,
as far as the gay community was concern
ed, was the gay community itself. Never,
in the history of the United States, had
the homosexual been openly recognized
as a major political force in a city. This
has now been accomplished due to the
efforts of The Society for Individual
Rights, the Ad Hoc Gay Citizens Commit
tee, the B.A.R. publication and Vector.
Behind the scenes, S.I.R.’s Jim Foster and
the Ad Hoc group’s Bill Beardemphl,
former S.l.R. President, were significant
political forces recognized by the candi
dates.
The gay community endorsed Dianne
Feinstein for Mayor, Robert Mendelsohn
for Supervisor and Richard “Dick”
Hongisto for Sheriff. Mrs. Feinstein was
defeated but remains a significant force as
a member of the Board of Supervisors.
Supervisor Mendelsohn came within a
hair of receiving the most votes, which
would have entitled him to be President
of the Board . .. which was what the gay
community had hoped for. Dick
Hongisto, running with a minimum of
money and a coalition of minority
groups, was the most surprising victor as

he defeated a 15—year—veteran sheriff,
Mathew Carberry, a former narcotics
chief, Mathew O’Conner and a Vice
Squad officer, William Bigarani. The elec
tion of Hongisto was especially significant
because among the candidates, there was
more unity in the gay community behind
him than any of the others.
Some tension was created early in
the campaign when the S.l.R. member
ship reversed its policy of previous years
and endorsed candidates instead of just
giving them “stamps of approval.” Also,
in previous years, the “stamps of approv
al” were given to almost all candidates
who appeared at S.I.R.’s famed annual
Candidates Night but this year the mem
bership was more selective. It only gave
three “endorsements” and then selective
ly gave “stamps of approvals” to some
others. The result was that some of those
who spoke at S.l.R. and who said they
were 100% for the homosexual rights
program, did not get endorsements —and
some were angry about it.
The homosexual vote was recognized
in the community in a San Francisco
Chronicle front page article (repeated in
full in last month’s Vector), in Time mag
azine and in the Wall Street Journal. The
Journal article reported, just before the
election: “All of the city’s mayoralty can
didates, appealed openly for the backing
of the Society for Individual Rights a
large homosexual group here. Citing a
heaJth department report that puts the
city’s homosexual group at 70,000 to
90,000 people, Mrs. Feinstein says she’s
“very pleased” with the support. There
are homosexuals working in her cam
paign.” The Los Angeles Times referred
to San Francisco’s “30,000 homosexual
voters” as a significant factor in the elec
tion of Dick Hongisto.
While the gay Tavern Guild did not
endorse candidates many of its members
became- active in the campaign.
Feinstein—Mendelsohn—Hongisto politi
cal auctions were held in several gay bars,
including Toad Hall, Kelly’s, the
Orpheum Circus, and The Mint. The Mint
had a special auction for Hongisto alone
which netted over $1,000. Including do
nated talents, advertisements and cash
several thousand dollars were contributed
to the campaign.
Credit must be given to the S.l.R.
organization and its tireless political
chairman, Jim Foster. His committee had
registered thousands of homosexuals long
before the election and it is Foster’s daily
political lobbying and public relations
work that garnished considerable local
and national publicity about “gay politi
cal power” in San Francisco. Of special
interest was the Ad Hoc Gay Citizens
Committee with special mention to Bob

Ross, Chuck Thayer, and Bill
Beardemphl. Ross conducted the auc
tions.
Dick Hongisto has made further
headlines since his election as sheriff. The
day following the election, he appeared
on the local CBS—TV outlet to speak out
for the rights of homosexuals “to live
their lifestyle without police harass
ment.” Later he called for a broad pro
gram of rehabilitation for prisoners, con
venient night courts for citizens,
reiterated his pledge to surrender $9,000
of his $27,000 salary to community
groups and appointed a 27—year—old
young black man as his Undersheriff. The
judges were particularly adamant about
Hongisto’s statements. One judge said
that Hongisto should not try to live up to
his campaign promises because no one
really expects that of public officials! As
we go to press, Hongisto is “unavailable,”
awaiting his taking office in January.
Vector will be reporting on his success.
The gay community was more united
in this election than in any previous ef
fort. S.l.R. and others learned from this
massive effort and the resulting publicity
and election results what they did rightand wrong. The significant factor was not
who was—or—was—not—endorsed but the
fact that the community at large and all
of the candidates recognized the impor
tance of the homosexual vote in San
Francisco. For this we should be justly
proud.
George Mendenhall

Dianne Feinstein

Chuck la roent Revue

Stunning

Seasons Greetings

Top Talent

Win a Trip to Disneyland
W inner will be announced in V ector February issu e

H O U IA R D
J O H N S O N 'S
Disneyland Fiesta

fi.

IN CLU D ES
• 4 nights, deluxe accommodations for two
• 2 Disneyland ticket books (admission and 10 rides)
• 2 Japanese Village and Deerpark admissions
• 2 Knott's Berry Farm admissions
• 2 Movieland Wax Museum admissions

Joe Vigil’s “Madness” the Sirlebrities
show, had a wild 5-day run at S.I.R.
Community Center in November. A cast
of over 30 performed on a brilliantly con
ceived stage designed by Bob Paulson.
Chuck Zinn and John Koszak served as
co-Producers and the chorus routines
were staged by Gil Lopez and Vern
Becker. Peter Arden, a new musical di
rector kept the pace going beautifully.
Lenette De Lamar designed and executed
the most elaborate collection of costumes
in recent show-biz history . . . But, of
course, the audience did not see the work
behind the scenes but the crazy, interest
ing assortment of solo and review num
bers assembled and directed by S.I.R.’s
Joe Vigil, a brilliant talent . .. Several
people new to S.I.R. productions were on
stage entertaining the crowds as well as
some perennial regulars. It was all great
fun and benefited the treasury of S.I.R.
so that the organization can continue its
community service activities.
The Chuck Largent Revue, the highly
praised musical comedy, has moved from

Candelight and wine dinner for two at the
fabulous Smoke Tree Restaurant
2 Welcome cocktails
2 fun Bus tours of the area at night, (you can get
on and off at various points along the way)
Retail value $135.90

FOR
DISN EYLAN D
OR W H EREVER YOU
WANT TO GO
CONSULT

Tourt Planned
v/itb
YOU
in Mind!

Clip and Mail Today:
JACKSON TRAVEL SERVICE
1607 Jackson St., S.F., Ca.

CHUCK LA RG EN T

Name
Address

474-3950

IJackson Travel Service
1607 JACKSON A T P O LK

SAN FRANCISCO 94109

State

City
Zip

Phone

Latex Lily’s to The Mint, near Market
and Duboce. The move to The Mint,
which is centrally located, should prove a
boom to the show, and if ever a show
deserved such a boost, it is certainly this
one.
This reviewer caught their show at
Latex Lily’s, after reading the sensational
reviews they had garnered there, and my
only impression was: “They are every
thing they have been made out to be.
Stunning.”

The 10:30 P.M. show on November
7, opening day-night at The Mint, was a
winner from the word “Go!” They open
ed with an upbeat, clever “Do a Revue”
(reasons why each cast member was in
the show: “my lover left me, so they
said: Do a Revue,” etc.), and proceeded
to sing and dance their way through sev
enteen more songs. When the finale came,
and the audience was stomping and mitting for an encore, it seemed inconceiv
able that this had been an hour-long
show. “Where did the hour fly to?” was a
common reaction with the jam-packed
audience.

JOE V IG IL AND S IR L E B R IT IE S

The group worked beautifully to
gether, singing and doing intricate dance
routines on what must be one of the
smallest cabaret stages ever. Their foot
work was precise and expert, their merri
ment contagious. Nancy, complete with
knitting needles and yarn, was a delicious
Lizzie Borden, as the cast combined her
trial with a good old down-South hoedown; Faye made a wickedly satirical
Tonya Conway, Vegas superstar. Every
cast member was impressive in their solo
turns and in ensemble. With a minimum
of props (a few flashlights, a stool), with
very slight variations in costuming, they
achieved more variety, displayed more
versatility than most shows do with a
large expense account.
My only suggestion would be for the
cast to expand, broaden their repertoire:
Look into the songs of Jacques Brel, the
Beatles, Jimmy Webb, some of the Jesus
Christ Superstar numbers, the songs of
Now. So far they have excelled in produc
tion numbers and show tunes; certainly,
as talented as they are, they should not
limit themselves to these. In the mean
time, I suggest, do not walk, but sprint
(or put on your roller skates) and make it
to The Mint. Catch Faye, Nancy, Grady
Clark, John Reynolds, Oscar, Chuck
Waltz, John Deere and pianists Denis
Moreen and Hazel McGuinnis in Chuck
Largent’s dazzling display of vocal fire
works. It is an experience.
Noel Hernandez
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LE 6UIDE 6RIS
"The Grey Guide"
(8th edition, 12th year of publication)

TRIPPING AROUND
THE WORLD?

OR ROLLING
DOWN TO RIO?
More detailed city maps in this edition along
with a descriptive listing of bars, hotels,
baths, beaches, streets and parks throughout
the world (except the U.S. and Canada).
Not just the usual " lis t ," but an attempt to
explain the atmosphere, clientele, dress and
popularity, and to help you find the address
in that half block back alley that makes
address hunting so d ifficu lt in the world's
oldest cities. Over a hundred countries
covered - and a hundred listings in London
alone.

Le Guide Gris (Dept A)
1829 Laguna Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94115

THE U.S. MARINES
FEAR OF
HOMOSEXUALITY

By Larry Mullen
Many homosexuals say that, through
experience and legend, that U.S. Marines
like to get screwed; that this branch of
the service attracts young men who are
not too sure of their masculinity and who
feel the need to “be butch”, even if it
must be learned in a Marine boot camp.
There can be no doubt that the training
of the Marine recruit is an extreme sado
masochistic exercise that at times cornpetes with the techniques of the Marquis
DeSade ... but that is another story for
we are concerned here with how this
Super Masculine training has resulted in
unnecessary death and mental suffering in
Viet Nam. Trans-action, the sociological
magazine, has released a study of 60
young marine veterans and it’s writer,
Charles J. Levy reveals the frightening
consequences of Marine training.
Levy concludes that homosexuality
is a very big subject and a point of ridi
cule in the Marine Corps. Boot camp re
cruits are called “faggots” as they are not
yet fully Marines (synonymous with
“men”). The recruit soon learns how to
walk “like a man” . Being “butch” be
comes a daily necessity, from dawn to
dusk. The fear of being “unmasculine” or
non-aggressive predominates and is poss
ibly more important than learning how to
defend one’s life.
The sadistic treatment of recruits is
"necessary to teach them how to protect
their lives” but the result is that even
buddies become suspect. One veteran

recalls being forced into a small shower
with five other nude recruits. They were
forced to lie on top of each other on their
backs. This was thought to be very “un
masculine” and homosexual, thus degrad
ing .. . Others recall being called “girls”
by training officers because you are a
“girl” until you are a Man (Marine). The
Marine posters, a likely subject for Freud
ian analysis, state: “The Marines Make
Men” and “Ask A Marine”.
It is tragic and ironic that this “Be a
Man!” program works against the Marine
in actual combat and results in additional
deaths and the dehumanization of the
men. Trans-action explains the frustration
of the Marine when he arrives in Viet
Nam, where his Super Man concept is
shattered by reality. He brings with him
the dehumanization of the American soci
ety which says that a man can not be
masculine and also be sensitive and con
siderate. He also brings with him the “1
Am All Man” mentality of the Marine
training camp.
In Viet Nam the Marines see the
Vietnamese men as “queer” because they
don’t function like Marines and, of
course. Marines are men. One of the
reasons for this is that, by custom,
Vietnamese men touch one another to
show friendship and affection. In addi
tion, the Vietnamese men have a slower
paced lifestyle that is considered “pas
sive” (the same as homosexual to some).
The Marine also can not comprehend why
the South Vietnamese soldiers (ARVN)
do not “go and get the gooks” but are
reluctant to “search and destroy” the
enemy. This is considered cowardly.
Technically, the Marines discover,
they have the finest equipment and the
best trained personnel for a full scale war
— of the type waged in World War II in
Europe. But they learn also that the Viet
Cong understand the Marine and his often
heavy and awkward equipment. They
frequently sit back, most patiently, for
the frustrated Marines to do what they
know they will do eventually . . . go chas
ing after the elusive VC in their mascu
line, aggressive act. The booby traps are
waiting for them. The VC know that the
Marines must “search and destroy” be-

cause to do otherwise would be nonaggressive, sissy-like . . .homosexual. The
Marine has learned in boot camp that to
“be a man” you have to be the aggressor.
Another disappointment to the
Marine is that the Vietnamese are not
what they expected: “They don’t act like
an enemy. They sometimes are women.
More often than not they wear regular
clothes instead of uniforms, they are
smaller than expected and worse than
these, they smile all the time and appear
to be passive.” This apparent passivity
bothers the Marines.
In hearing about customs of the
Vietnamese, Marines learn in boot camp
that the men touch one another affec
tionately. One Marine explained that he
was well aware of the custom but, “of
course, most of us believe that they are
homosexuals.” This so disturbs the
Marines that some feel justified in their
cruelty. One Marine relates this story:
I had been in Viet Nam about a year.
We were going back to a regiment
in Danang. We pulled the truck over
and the AR VN engineer stopped us
at a roadblock. And they bore you
to death. They make you sick.
They're trying to be military. So
they’ve got this roadblock. And
they stopped the truck. And the
driver is saying, "get out o f our
way, you slopes. ” And they come
out and they said, "We have a
wounded veteran." We said, "So
what?" They said, "He doesn 't have
one of his legs. Could you give him
a ride up to the hospital?" So the
guys are saying, "Let him hop." I
was in charge of the detail so / said,
"Let him on. " / was in the back of
the truck. .. So he comes over on
his crutches. / said, "Throw your
crutches up. "S o he passed up his
crutches. And then 1 grabbed him
under the arms and pick him up
and let him in the seat. The little
slope then grabbed me by the leg.
And 1 had been in the country long
enough to know that most o f them
are queer. They hold hands and
stuff like that. And this sort of irks
most marines and soldiers. And

we're told that its a Vietnamese
custom, when you 're really friendly
you just hold hands. So they end
up getting beat bloody. The guy
grabbed my leg, anyway, so I got
mad. I wasn't in a good mood any
way so / whacked him. Then my
buddies grabbed his crutches. And I
said, “Let's go" and we took off.
We threw his crutches in the rice
paddy, one in one place and
another about 150 yards away. The
guy was screaming and crying and
begging us. “Out you go, " I shout
ed and out he went. We really had a
good laugh about the whole thing.
There are other reasons that the
Vietnamese men are thought to be
homosexual. . . The ARVN soldiers often
have their wives living with them on base.
This is considered a “soft life” by the
Marines and the Marines (who are
“hard”) consider softness as a homosex
ual trait. . . ARVN “homosexuals” do
not attempt to have sex with U.S.
Marines. This, some believe, makes them
even more “homosexual” because they
feared the Marines.. . But the most
homosexual thing the ARVN do is to not
demonstrate the same gung ho aggressive
fighting spirit as the Americans. This

makes them “sissies”.
The daily frustrations mount in Viet
Nam because of the Marine preoccupa
tion with being a Man is closely tied with
being an aggressive fighter. The VC don’t
come out and fight so this forces the
Marines to either go and get them (if they
can find them) or sit around in the base,
which is thought to be a passive (homo
sexual) condition. One Marine put it,
“They fight on their own fucking terms,
not ours.” Meanwhile, the VC patiently
wait for the Marines to do something
while they plant booby traps and, “if
you find a booby trap, odds are that you
won’t know if it is real until it blows up.”
So the enemy forces the Marine to be

passive, which is against his nature. The
enemy is “queer” and the South
Vietnamese ARVN are “queer” and now
the waiting, frustrated Marine is acting
like a “queer” . . . The Marine waits and
scorns the ARVN soldier who “is prissy
and awkward. They just laugh and look at
you. They come over and rub your leg.”
But when the Marine goes out to be
aggressive in battle it is VC who knows
the Marine and the terrain.
The apparent passivity of the enemy
resulted in the “search and destroy” mis
sions because to sit back and do nothing
meant failure. But the VC frequently was
uncooperative because it simply went
into hiding. One former Marine says,
“You catch them when they want you to
catch them.” The Marine is always visible
but the VC are the invisible, it seems.
After awhile, “They hit the areas that are
insecure and it gets that way because no
one bothers to watch. We never think
that we will be hit. Everyone gets to not
caring.” As another put it, “This kind of
fucks up your mind a little, you know.”
Some Marines, out of frustration,
release the tension by killing civilians.
The forced passivity of the Super Man
Marine forces some of them to become
dehumanized and after civilian shootings
more depression sets in because they are
aware that they have lost control over
themselves. As one says, “You kind of go
nutty. Anybody that even looks at you
the wrong way you’d probably shoot. 1
think the American fighting man can be
the most vicious ever. People don’t realize
this.”
There are many isolated incidents of
civilian killings, not always deliberate:
“There’s a killer team out one night.
They were outside a village. This old man
was taking a crap in a rice paddy. Some
guy thought he was VC and killed him.
After this, the villagers turned VC sympa
thizers. Two days later a jeep went over a
mine on the edge of the village and blew
up. 1 imagine it was the villagers.”
The Marines are learning that they
are relegated to passivity, in spite of their
gung ho training. But it has not done
much for morale. They now realize that
the VC can use their knowledge of the
Marines and their knowledge of the ter
rain to call the shots. Thus the Marine is
made to feel that he is less the Super Man
than he thought he was. Adding to this
problem is that individual ARVN and VC
soldiers have proven to be friendly to the
Marines. They are always smiling, even
the VC who are out to kill Marines. It has
been impossible for Marines to relate
specific grievances against individual
ARVN. TTie big battle of course, is not
with the ARVN and the VC anyway. The
fear of homosexuality, Trans-Action’s
article concludes, is more personal and
threatening to the Marine than death.

IfthBPB'sajBbtBbBdBBB ...ask aMARINI

M i a n s o n l l t f ...
.. in Seattle:
Dave's Steam Bath
2402 First Ave, at Battery
(206) MA 3-9338

.. in Reno:
Dave's Westside Motel
3001 W. Fourth Street
(702) 322-4403
Dave's V.I.P. Club
Behind Dave's Westside Motel
(702) 786-0525

.. in Palm Springs:
Villa Caprice Country Club
67-670 Carey Road
(714) 328-9083

... in San Diego:
Dave's Club (Private*)
4969 Santa Monica
(714) 224-9011
Dave's Fox & Hounds Motel
4520 E. Mission Bay Drive
(714) 273-2651
Dave's Pacific Sands Motel
445 Ocean Blvd.
(714) 488-6979

... and of course,

in San Francisco:
Dave's Baths
100 Broadway
(415) 362-6669
*lntroductory cards available
at Dave's other locations

Church
The growth of Metropolitan Commu
nity Church has been phenomenal. In
three years it has grown from a few peo
ple who met in a private home to over 20
missions and churches across the country.
Its founder and Los Angeles pastor. Rev.
Troy Perry has become a ruitional person
ality as a spokesman for homosexual
rights.
Soon the general public will be able
to read much more about Rev. Perry
when his first book, “The Lord Is My
Shepard - and He Knows I Am Gay ”
will be released in the Spring by a major
publisher.
We are pleased to present the first
personal conversation with Rev. Perry,
who prefers to be called “Troy," who has
been interviewed many times. In this in
formal talk. Vector ask him questions
about the problems of his church, its po
litical involvement and his personal pro
blems as a minister.
VECTOR: How can MCC get involved
politically when it is tax exempt?
PERRY: It gets involved through its pas
tor. I believe that the church’s responsi
bility is to the community at large. A
church should be more than just a Sun
day morning worship service where the
saints come in and comfort it.
We believe that we should comfort
the comfortless, disturb the comforted.
We really believe that. The church should
be involved with the whole man and not
just the “spiritual” man. We actively
work to bring discrimination to a halt in
all areas. The church should get out and
work for changing laws that it considers
unjust. If you must have laws they should
be equally enforced for all of our citizens.
1 have made it a point to speak out
against unjust laws and I believe the
whole homosexual community should be
speaking out. We should never take a

second seat, 1 tell my congregation, as
“Christians” but we should be at the very
forefront in fighting against the injustices
that exist in our society.
VECTOR: You have marched with gay
liberation groups and were active in the
Sacramento demonstrations for the
Brown consensual sex bill. Does your out
side political involvement cause you any
internal opposition with your church?
PERRY: Yes, periodically. 1 will not lie.
A little over a year ago, in particular, we
had some opposition to my outside activ
ity,
I had gone before the Police Commis
sion for permission to hold a parade on
Hollywood Blvd. My appearance upset
the commission and some members of my
church. Some of these church members
believe that we do detrimental service by
speaking out. They say, “If we are nice
and kind homosexuals and don’t rock the
boat then some day we will come into
our own.” I disagree . . . and I let my con
gregation know that.
As the parade approached, I an
nounced that 1 was going to fast and have
a prayer vigil and 1 announced that “1
could be arrested.” I didn’t want to be
arrested, 1 just wanted to have a public
prayer vigil. When I was arrested on
Hollywood Blvd. there were members of
my church who were very upset. And
then I moved my fast to the Federal
Building downtown and said, “I will stay
here until we have some serious dialogue
with our city, county, and federal offi
cials” there were church members who
thought I was doing some serious harm to
the gay community.
Wiile I was fasting, a majority of my
Board held an unauthorized meeting.
They did not discuss removing me as pas
tor, per se, but they felt that my actions
were not “Christian duties for a Christian
pastor.” They discussed the possibility of

withholding my salary until my fast was
concluded.
I was very surprised at this; I hadn’t
expected it from within my own organ
ization. I had a rude awakening. 1 have as
many “conservatives” as 1 do “liberals” in
my congregation. So I called a meeting of
the congregation after my fast because I
had to know what was involved. 1 ex
plained my position. I said to them “I can

Troy Perry
talks
with Vector
no longer consider MCC held in four walls
of a building while we are at worship. The
world is ours. ... If you can not accept
the fact that I am going to be involved
politically, then give me a vote of “no
confidence” and I will work within the
church but not as your pastor. I will do
nothing to hurt the work of MCC and 1
want to see the church progress, to
grow.” Well, the vote of confidence was
voted for me and it was 122 — 11. So I
felt that a good majority had said, “Yes,
we understand what you are trying to
do.”
VECTOR: The Committee for Sexual
Law Reform is a political arm of MCC, is
that correct? How does it function?
PERRY: Yes, This committee emphasizes
that our sexual laws also discriminate
against our straight brothers too. They
don’t realize i t . . . One straight couple
came to me. They had been arrested be
cause the wife had performed oral copu

lation on her husband in a Swingers Club.
A vice officer was there and he tracked
her down and slie was fired from her job
as a teacher. . . This committee is not an
official church group but it is primarily
made of MCC members.
In Los Angeles, we have now formed
a Social Action group within the church
because we believe that the church should
go on record itself in social action areas.
We plan to have some direct action
demonstrations under the direction of the
new group.
VECTOR: We can remember a short time
ago when you placed an ad in the Los
Angeles Advocate about church services
and only a few appeared. Now you have a
church that is large and has an interna
tional reputation. But some people still
think of MCC as “Troy’s church” and
others believe that you are somewhat
over adulated. One of my friends jokingly
calls you the “gay Pope.” Does this pre
sent problems?
PERRY: Yes, You can have that pro
blem, no matter what business you are in.
The Kennedys with their “personality
cult” ; when John was President we wor
shiped him also like he was king. We
might have even had him as a lifetime
President if the constitution had permit
ted it.
There is that problem in Metropoli
tan Community Church. There are some
people who worship Troy Perry more
than they do God; God comes second to
them. But 1 must say this, MCC is work
ing because of a lot of very dedicated
people . .. I don’t pastor our church in
Denver, Colorado but this group is grow
ing fast.
VECTOR: You have become a national
personality and appear at meeting and
conferences across the country. Do you
travel a great deal?
PERRY: Yes and no. (Laughter . . . Note:
the laughter here is because there has
been some criticism of Rev. Perry’s ab
sences from the Los Angeles church). My
congregation in Los Angeles understands
that I have to travel. There are those who
say I travel too much and there are those
who say that I don’t travel enough!
(laughter).. . . Yes, I travel alot. We are
opening a church in New York and San
Francisco’s former pastor, Howard Wells,
has moved there to pastor the new
church. When I am in New York, several
hundred people crowd a church to hear
me so we are most encouraged there.
VECTOR: 1 wish that those who are go
ing to read this could hear you speaking
instead, because you certainly are dynam
ic. However, when we attend your church
in Los Angeles we are aware that there
are those who might be turned on to
Troy Perry and turned off by the Chris
tian message. Can you overcome that?
PERRY: I don’t apologize for my Chris
tianity. I don’t think you would want me
to and I am not going to. On the other
(Continued on Page 25)
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A Night to Remember
By Bob Ross
On a crisp, clear night in October,
the Hilton Hotel became the setting for
the Tavern Guild’s Ninth Annual Beaux
Arts Ball. Many hundreds of people at
tended. Most were attired in the theme of
the ball, “Fairy Tales.” 1 don’t know
when the community has seen such fan
tastic costumes. It would be impossible to
describe them all. The winners were for
best theme: Jackson’s bar, who came as
the characters from the Wizard of Oz;
best group, “King Midas and His Court,”
best pair, J. J. Van Dyck and friend as
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SUPERVISOR GONZALES
“Mirror, Mirror On the Wall,” best male,
“The Emperor of the Nightengales” and
the best female, David of S.l.R. as “The
Snow Queen.”
The costumes were judged by
Richard Hongisto (Sheriff-elect) and his
charming wife Sandy, Supervisor Bob
Gonzales and his pretty date Maria Elena,
and Mr. & Mrs. Fred Goerner (she’s col
umnist Merla Zellerbach). All judges
agreed that it was a very difficult job in
deed to pick the winners. I might also add
that they had a very enjoyable evening as
well. Mrs. Dianne Feinstein stopped by
and was very warmly received. The Mayor
had accepted, and due to some alterca
tion on the street outside of the hotel,
did not come in.
The Ball was by far the best affair
the Tavern Guild has ever presented. The
Guild, and especially its Ball Committee
headed by Sandy Sanchez, is to be com
mended.
It would indeed be remiss for me not
to mention the special benefit for S.I.R.,
presented by Empress candidate Lorelei,
at S.l.R. Center. Hosting and emceeing
this affair was Lori Shannon, who was at

his very best this evening. The Chuck
Largent Revue entertained us with their
rendition of “On a Wonderful Day Like
Today” and “Here’s To Us.” This was fol
lowed by Lori singing “The Lady Is A
Camp.” Then Pat monclaire gave his ver
sion of “Throughly Modern MUlie.” This
was backed by David Kelsey at the grand
piano. This entertainer is truly a gifted
musician and a talented comedian as well.
Next was the incomparable Gary Sneider
and his hysterical reverse strip. Have you
ever seen a funnier strip that that done by
Busty O’Shea? Something else. Another
guest was the fabulous Lucian of
Finocchio fame. Terry Taylor then gave
us his famous Totie Fields routine. Could
we have a show without Michelle? Of
course not. His ad-libbing is still the best
in town and we hear, as we go to press,
that Michelle is doing “Ready or Not It’s
Me Again” for a S.l.R. benefit (two per
formances) in December. But more about
the Lorelei review: Vicki Marlane’s Lillian
Russell medley was quite a show stopper.
We were then treated to the fine singing
voice of John Carlyle and an excellent
version of the ‘‘Impossible Dream.” The
first half of the evening ended with the
Chuck Largent Revue back with “City of
Angels” and the quintette from “West
Side Story.” This would be a very diffi
cult act to follow.
During the intermission, champagne
was served to the audience by Laura and
her Champagne Girls.
The second half opened with quite a
Photo Courtesy, B J L .R .

A FROG HAS A DRINK

KING MIDAS
show stopper, the 181 Club’s “Showcase
‘71” and their fantastic trip with “Slaugh
ter on Tenth Avenue.” “The Show” from
*P.S. was on stage with their “The
Vamps,” Allan Lloyd, Jae Stevens and
Jimmie Little. They are really funny peo
ple. JJ. Van Dycice (sans dress) looked
resplendent with his beard and told a
couple of jokes. Then the excellent voice
of Frankie Holliday was heard in a mixed
medley of songs. The All-Men—Nettes
were represented by Jackie Daniels and
his spoff of Lily Tomlin. Then came Karl
Kay and a medley of Jane Froman songs.
Finally Jose’ appeared with the excellent
pianist “Hazel Maud” McGinnis, and we
had the Death Scene front Madamn
Butterfly. The stage was then'inundated
with gorgeous boys. It was Perry as “Mae
West” with the Vector Boys. The finale
was Lorelei with a funny take-off on
Aimee Semple McPherson. There is no
way to gauge the amount of fine talent
on the stage that night. It was the best
performance I have seen in many a day,
and needless to say it would be a long
running show in any theater. Thanks
again to Lorelei and all the fine perform
ers, as well as stage hands, light men, and
other volunteers for a tmly memorable
evening.
It is good to see that Fe-Be’s is final
ly back from vacation. Do drop in and
say hello. We have another new club in
town. The Gaslight over on Valencia
Street. Nice large room with very warm
decor and dancing. The Highliters will be
performing there on weekends. Out on
Haight Street we have the new Big Ange.
Go by and say hello to Jim, your genial
host. And last but not least is the InnDebt on California St. near Hyde —host
here is Mike.
Have a very nice holiday season, and
may the New Year bring you all the best
of health and happiness.
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Los A n g e le s
Donald War man Reports
Gays who talk lungingly of a Federal
gland jury probe of tlicir unfriendly poliee vice squad may have the opportunity
thrust at them through a peculiar set of
circumstances which has even the docile
straight press questioning tlie cups’ fero
cious concentration on homosexual activ
ity.
Nobody in authority will speculate
on the ramifications of such intriguing
bits and snatches of fact as have so far
emerged in a cops-and-robbers story in
which gay hangouts seem to be a major
factor.
Recently, on a Saturday, the “elite”
Metro Squad, a city-wide plainclothes
unit, violently invaded the Hollywood I\)lice Division’s turf to mop up on live
widely known bars which featured boyto-boy fuck films and/or nude go-go boy
eittertainment. One raid, on the Sunset
Strip, came within five minutes of the ex
pected arrival of Liberace and his entou
rage for what was to have been a farewell
party for the tour-bound pianist.
(Celebrity appearances here, even in
the least discrete circumstances, seem
always to be known ahead of time).
The squad missed Liberace but corraled a handful of managers, entertainers
and films in the lightning sweep.
By the next day, word of the unusual
ferocity of the raids - sidewalk beatings
and such lurid stuff - had spread.
Hollywood Division cops, who are more
or less in a state of truce with the bar
owners, could only say that they knew
nothing of the raids, before, during or af
ter. It was a “downtown” matter.
Downtown liigher-ups, as usual, had
nothing to say. The Metro Squad exists in
theory to concentrate on hard-core
crimes like drug pushing which could in
volve wide conspiracies and thus can be
dcit with best on a city-wide level and in
secrecy.
The signillcance of the timing was
not lost on Hollywood area activists who
were pinning big hopes on a special
California Assembly election the follow
ing Tuesday. One of the candidates, a lib
eral Democrat political debutant named
Richard Alatorre, had campaigned on the
issue of homosexual civil riglrts, a hot
subsurface topic in the heavily gaypopulated area.
Alatorre surprised almost everybody
by winning easily in his party’s primary.
On election niglit and on every second
successive night for almost two weeks,
bars ranging from the most llagrant to the
most sedately closely were slammed with
the same unexplained violence. (In all,
about 70 persons were arrested or left

beaten outside fifteen bars).
Prompted by insistent questioning.
Police Chief Ld Davis called an unusual
press conference to state, without ampli
fication, that the Hollywood detective
division was under departmental investi-,
gation. Its commander had been relieved
and some of its members intensively
questioned, Davis said in closing.
Then, a departmental complaint filed

LU N C H
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against a Hollywood Division detective,
David Stachowski, was allowed to leak to
the press. It charged that Stachowski, 35,
had written false reports of his own inves
tigation of a suspected burglary ring.
Specifically, according to the com
plaint, Stachowski had “covered.up” for
a burglary ring suspect named Kenneth
Allen Meins, 25. Stachowski was now
under suspension; Meins was in hiding
and speaking only througli his lawyer.
Meins, it developed, was a wellknown and apparently higlily popular fig
ure in the gay bars. An attorney for the
silent Stachowski implied that his client
legitimately had used Meins as a regular
informant on criminal activities in
(Continued on Page 24)
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IRVING REICHERT
THE CRIME REPORT
THAT WAS IGNORED
By Lawrence Spears

“We can’t condone all the desires and
lusts God has put in our bodies.” stated
San Francisco Supervisor John
Barbagelata, upon release of this city’s
Crime Committee Report in June of
1971. Now — six months later — the re
port’s Executive Director recalls that
attitude and reveals that, in reality, the
reforms that the report called for were
doomed before their exposure by Mayor
Joseph Alioto and his city administration.
In the area of Non-Victim Crimes,
the Committee’s conclusions were reject
ed by the mayor before he admittedly
had time to read it. However, he did
“accept” one section of this report — on
homosexuality, says Reichert, “to make a
bid for the large gay vote by supporting
our recommendation to remove from the
criminal sanction all sexual acts commit
ted in private by consenting adults.” The
mayor proclaimed that “the police are
not going to invade any bedrooms to
enforce any laws unless a child is in
volved.” Later, when a resolution to that
effect came to his desk from the Board of
Supervisors (after extensive lobbying by
S.l.R.’s Jim Foster) the mayor surprised
most people by vetoing the measure. His
reason: That he had been advised by the
Police Department that the term “private
sex” in the proposed state consensual sex
bill could be interpreted to mean “public
sex”. The mayor was brought to task
publicly by Supervisors Dianne Feinstein
and Terry Francois, but the resolution
died with his veto.
Irving Reichert now looks back on
those days with some bitterness as he re
calls that the mayor consistently support
ed the Police Department and all of its
policies. Alioto praised “our great Police
Department” and “the excellent way it
handles citizen complaints”. The mayor’s
own Crime Committee and many citizen
groups were disagreeing, out of their long
experience ... Reichert became con
vinced that “the mayor would attack any
Committee report critical of the Police
Department ... He was not going to jeop
ardize his chances for higher political
office by being vulnerable to the charge
that he couldn’t even claim an efficient
police force.”
The Non-Victim Crime report that
, the Committee released called for a less

ening of police concentration on the
arresting minor offenders in the areas of
drinking, gambling, prostitution, narcot
ics and homosexuality: “The criminal
justice system should not intervene in
matters of purely private sexual con
duct . .. Much of the teaching about
homosexuality in Western societies stems
from legal phraseology, these teachings
made homosexuality ‘a crime against
nature’.” The section on homosexuality
made indirect reference to S.I.R., which
the Committee had visited in its investiga
tion. (The full Homosexual Conduct
section appeared in the July, 1971,
Vector).
The Committee also recommended
better handling of citizen complaints,
reorganization of the Police Department,
an expansion of Police-Community Rela
tions Program, and the upgrading of
officers by merit rather than strictly by
seniority. But the opposition to change
was over-whelming and Reichert now says
that “honest men should accept Alioto
appointments only if they can withstand
threats” because of the pressure applied
to keep the status quo and avoid any crit
icism. Powerful forces in the community
support the mayor: The Crime Commit
tee Report was ignored by the Chamber
of Commerce; the Bar Association did
not even ask Committee members to
speak on the study; the Grand Jury
(“watchdog of public interest”) remained
quiet and incompetent city administra
tors, politicos and friends still do not
speak of the report six months after its
release for fear Reichert states “that if
one link was snapped the chain would
break.”
Reichert says that San Francisco is
“unanimously regarded by law enforce
ment people throughout the state as
having the worse Sheriff, the worst Adult
Probation Department, the poorest Public
Defender and the most provencial and
political Police Department”. In spite of
this, the Presiding Judge of the Superior
Court, Francis C. McCarty, stated that
the Committee “has done nothing but
pick fault and criticize fine public ser
vants who are doing a great job.”
In this atmosphere of indifference
and fear of reprisal, the mayor’s own
Crime Committee’s brilliant analysis of
local law enforcement has been ignored.

The only bright hope seems to be in the
area of the much criticized Sheriff’s
Department with the recent election of a
liberal crusader, Richard Hongisto. The
present Sheriff, Mathew Carberry. had
ignored proposed reforms over a 15 year
period. It was not until the present
Sheriff's alcoholism received extensive
public attention that the public rejected
him.
Meanwhile, proposed Police Depart
ment reforms are forgotten while only
one out of eight serious crimes are solved
and the majority of arrests are still made
for non-victim crimes. .. And what is the
solution?
Irvin Reichert concludes; “1 dislike
becoming involved in any way with poli
tics. It is not my bag — as the current
expression goes. But, a number of dedi
cated citizens and 1 devoted 2V4 years to
the San Francisco Crime Committee in an
effort to improve this community . ..
“1 am convinced that the only way
our work will not be wasted is to change
our political leadership and elect a new
Mayor. Reports of Committees, the hopes
of good citizens and the best intentions
won’t bring about change. A new Mayor
can.” ... If Reichert’s analysis is true, we
must wait another four years as Mayor
Alioto has just been re-elected. Mayoralty
Candidate Dianne Feinstein expressed her
dismay after the November defeat: “The
people simply do not want change.”

S.l.R. GETS IT DONE!
Publications, legal action, political
contacts, speakers bureau, dances,
stage shows, information bureau,
etc. Have you sent a check lately
to S.I.R ., 83 Sixth St., San
Francisco?
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(Continued from Page 22}
Hollywood.
But w hat a c tiv itie s? Was
Stachowski’s record as an enforcer so
good as to suggest that he was working
from inside information? Or was his as
signment itself a cover for other duties?
While the unanswered questions hung
in the air, the Los Angeles Times, which
seldom concerns itself with matters em
barrassing to the police establishment,
learned that the Hollywood investigation
began in August when federal agents ar
rested Hardy L. Fernimen.a police intel
ligence officer and onetime Hollywood
Division detective. Fernimen was accused
of trafficking in drugs.
Court records indicated that Meins
was arrested three years earlier in a
Hollywood burglary attempt. One of the
detectives who grilled the young suspect
for three days before releasing him with
out charge was the very same Fernimen.
Meins’ lawyer at that time was Matthew
Segall. Fernimen’s lawyer in his present
pending federal narcotics charge is the
same Matthew Segall. . . It was what the
unsensational Times called a “curious tan
gent.”
One of a whole lot of them, it would
appear.
Entertainment West, a throwaway ad
sheet for the gay bar circuit, has taken it
upon itself to debunk a persistent canard
publicized by now to even such unsophis
ticated readerships as that of Miss Joyce
Haber. It is, of course, the tale that Rock
Hudson and Jim Nabors were once united
in matrimony. By a gay minister in Las
Vegas, of all places.
Nonsense, said Entertainment West.
Then, in a barrage of ricochet shots W.C.
Fields might have envied, the paper work
ed in the following male celebrity names:
George Maharis, George Chakiris,
Tom Tryon, Joel Gray, Laurence Harvey,
Tab Hunter, Paul Lynde, George Nader,
Johnny Ray, Richard Chamberlain,
Edward Albee, Tennessee Williams, James
Baldwin, Sir Noel Coward, Alain Delon,
Sir John Gielgud, Roddy McDowall,
Steve McQueen, Mick Jagger, Robert
Wagner, Skip Wilson, Bob Conrad and
Anthony Perkins.
Entertainment West tacked on a
few more, labelling them “recent addi
tions” to the roll call of those defamed
by gossip:
Glenn Campbell, Tommy Smothers,
Roman Gabriel, Chuck Connors and
George Hamilton.
Poor old Liberace didn’t make the
list. But then he missed out on his own
farewell party, too. This just isn’t his
year.
Mr. Warman is the former Los
Angeles Advocate news editor. He is the
regular Los Angeles correspondant for
Vector.

Troy Perry

(Continued from Page 19}
factor in the district that you run
hand, I do not believe in “hell fire and ning
And we could speak from a strength
damnation,” to scare people into the in.”
church. My attitude is that you soft-sell of 6%, which can swing any election in
the Christian doctrine, which may sound Los Angeles. Stephenson ran for council
very strange. You talk to people honestly man Robert
an incumbant that used the
and if you honestly feel that you know word against
“queer” on television. We got be
the Christ then that will come across.
Stephenson. At his headquarters,
VECTOR: You smile a great deal and hind
MCC
people
manned three of his five tele
laugh a great deal. On the telephone, we phones. He won
6% of the vote. (Note:
can feel your congeniality. With all of the At this point, by
Rev.
gave several
problems and criticism you must face more examples of howPerry
recent
in
each day, how do you keep your good volvements by MCC and thepolitical
new
Gay
nature?
Alliance group have influenc
PERRY: I am a believer in the thought Community
ed
the
outcome
of elections. His know
that if you are really going to be a ledge of the candidates
and their posi
Christian you are going to be a happy per tions on issues demonstrated
his involve
son. You have something to be happy ment in the election of candidates
all
about. You may hâve personal problems governmental levels who speak upat for
at times or something like a $100,000 homosexual riglrts).
debt on a church building (it is not that
feel that the gay community
much, by the way). But when you are has prideThey
itself all at once. That we
content with yourself and you know who believe thatin“gay
is good” and that we are
you are and what you are in the areas of not afraid anymore.
That we are going to
Christianity, homosexuality, hetero show our political muscle.
That we are
sexuality or what ever, it means that you
to let them know we have political
can honestly be at peace with the world. going
and that we are going to get in
A man becomes a man and a woman muscle
volved politically.
becomes a woman — when they quit VECTOR:Some
people think that church
worrying about it. When you have that services should not
be fun, but we always
inner peace of knowing who you are and have a good time and
the laughter
what you are, whatever that might be, the at MCC in Los Angeles.enjoy
Please comment.
whole world is seen in a different per
spective. That is my philosophy that 1 live PERRY: We are taught in scripture, that
by.
the church is “the house of the Lord.” If
VECTOR: Is there “big money” behind you come to my house, I want you to
the MCC movement?
have fun. I want you to enjoy yourself
PERRY: We do have financial problems and to act completely natural. At
but we do not have a financial crisis. In MCC-LA if you feel like applauding you
this last year our membership (those who can without destroying the sanctity of
give dimes, quarters and dollars regularly, the church. You can laugh. You don’t
not any “big money” source) gave have to sit around with a long face and 1
$112,000 to support the church. We do don’t believe that the Lord wants that;
not have any rich backers in our He wants us to be happy individuals.
church . . . I tell my people, “We can have VECTOR: Do you have any special
anything that we want, as long as we are reaction when a big thing is made about
willing to pay for it.”
you being THE Reverend Troy Perry,
VECTOR; Now you are hearing candi “that everyone has heard about”?
dates for public office speak at MCC and PERRY: There are times when this
are ringing door bells to support your doesn’t embarrass me at all . .. But if 1
choices. How did this come about?
have escaped to one of our gay establish
to relax with a few friends, it never
PERRY: It is because an organization like ments
Someone gets on the loud speaker
5.1. R. has for several years stood up and fails.
and says, “Guess who is here to
said, “We are a gay group and we are go system
night?” This is disturbing. There are times
ing to invite candidates down.” I am sure when
just want to be left alone. It is
that people laughed when S.l.R. did it getting1more
for some people to
that first time but it is you people at separate Troydifficult
Perry, the minister, from
5.1. R. that broke the ground. Then all of Troy Perry, just
human being.
a sudden we woke up in Los Angeles and But it is true that another
at this point I have to
said, “Why shouldn’t we ask the candi
dates to come out. S.l.R. has been doing live in a gold fish bowl.
My privacy will be completely gone,
that for years in San Francisco.”
We told these candidates, “look to probably, when my book comes out this
San Francisco!” The homosexual will not coming Spring. TTiere will be national
stand around anymore and not be noticed television coverage and then I won’t be
by you people. You are going to have to able to go anywhere without being
speak to us because we control the win Reverend Troy Perry.
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The Inflamed liver
A New Hepatitis Discovery
In the July, 1970, Vector I wrote an
article on hepatitis (“When Eyes Are
Curious (Yellow)”). Newer knowledge
about this disease and the many inquiries
I have had regarding it, have prompted
me to write this further discussion.
The discovery that “Serum Hepa
titis” can be transmitted by contact is
the most important change in our under
standing of the disease. There are two
forms of thé disease, hepatitis. They are
due to distinctly different viruses. Im
munity to one form does not confer
immunity to the other. Serum Hepatitis is
most often contracted from receiving in
fected blood (as in transfusion) or from
being innoculated with infected needles
(as in tattooing), razors, or dental instru
ments. “Infectuous Hepatitis” is most
often spread by direct contact with some
one carrying the disease. It is now known
that both viruses are found in the saliva
and urine of the affected individuals. The
Infectious Hepatitis virus is found also in
the feces. Thus it is clear that only the
most fastidious individual could prevent
spreading the disease he is carrying. The
rest of us would spread it all over the
place by kissing, preparing food for
others, using utensils siiared by others,
sharing the same bathroom, etc. The ob
vious consequences of a sexual encounter
with someone infectious (especially oralgenital) requires no further elucidation. It
should be clear also, that simply being in
the same room with someone carrying the
disease, or even handling papers, books,

etc. handled by him would not usually
cause spread of the disease. The big ques
tion is: When is someone who has con
tracted hepatitis infectious?
Unfortunately, there is no ready
answer to that question. At present we
must assume that the person who comes
down with hepatitis was contageous for
at least two weeks before symptoms
developed and will remain contageous for
at least two more weeks. It is quite well
known however, that the majority of
cases (which are nevertheless quite con
tageous) have no significant symptoms or
signs at all. The incubation period varies
from three weeks to three months and
contagion can develope at any time dur
ing the incubation period. It is perfectly
obvious, however that someone who has
the disease and is jaundiced (yellow) is
most certainly contageous.
Infectious Hepatitis can be much
ameliorated if not prevented, by an
injection of gamma globulin. In San
Francisco, the Public Health Department
will give you a free injection if you come
in contact with a case of hepatitis. Serum
Hepatitis is not affected by gamma glob
ulin. At present it is impossible to tell
quickly (sometimes at all) what type of
hepatitis a particular patient has. Thus, it
is wisest to obtain the injection if you
have been exposed even if you yourself
have had hepatitis in the past\ Fortunate
ly, we are well on the way to developing a
vaccine against Serum Hepatitis; but it is

not available now and won’t be available
for several years. How do you know when
you have hepatitis?
You don’t. The symptoms are very
varied and only your doctor can be sure
of the diagnosis. The outstanding sign of
the disease is, of course, jaundice.
Jaundice is the term denoting a deep yel
low discoloration of the eyes and skin,
invariably associated with a very dark
color of the urine and often associated
with a very light (clay) color of the feces.
However, jaundice need not appear or
may appear quite late in the course of the
disease. Early symptoms include fatigue,
loss of appetite, fever, nausea, vomiting,
lassitude, and decreased use of cigarettes
by smokers. Usually there is some dis
comfort in the right side of the abdomen.
Indeed, the symptoms are so similar to
any other type of virus infection, that it
is common for most people to ignore the
discomfort thinking it nothing more than
a “touch of the flu” until the more ur
gent problem of extreme fatigue and
jaundice supervene. Once the diagnosis
has been made, what then?
In the ordinary case, the doctor will
simply get appropriate laboratory studies
and recommend that the patient get all
the rest he can and a proper diet.« There
are no foods which are particularly harm
ful to the patient with hepatitis (exclud
ing alcohol!!!!). Generally speaking fatty
foods and foods hard to digest will not
help his appetite and bland starchy foods
are recommended. Vitamins may be use
ful so long as the appetite is poor. Practi
cally all medicines including “cold reme
dies” and aspirin and certainly all forms
of alcohol including beer and wine are
harmful to the patient with hepatitis.
Rest in bed is almost always necessary for
the first few days but soon the patient
feels better and gradually regains appetite
and energy. Don’t be misled, however,
hepatitis can be a most serious and disas
trous disease. It can, indeed, be fatal!
The more serious cases are, of course,
treated in the hospital and often require
very special diets and medications. It is
essential, therefore, that a doctor is
following each case. Most often the dis
ease runs a relatively short course and the
patient may return to full activities in
three to six weeks. However, some cases
require months before ordinary work
may be performed (it is now becoming
evident that these more serious cases are
probably all due to the Serum Hepatitis
virus).
I am not at all certain why hepatitis
is more prévalant in the gay world (in
deed, I am not even certain it is, but it is
the general opinion of most doctors in
the Bay Area), It most likely has to do
with the extent of promiscuous sexual en
counters which allow for frequent close
contact.
This is the watchbird watching you !
Did you take your proper precautions
today??
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Need Apt. House, Flat, Victorian Homes?
For Rent or For Sale — Call "Unique
Realty" 863-1539 Ask for Mr. Tapia

Continue Into New Year
The Membership Chairman of The
Society for Individual Rights has an
nounced a phenomenal rise in the S.l.R.
membership. In 1964 we had 12 mem
bers. Upon entering our present Com
munity Center in 1965 membership had

risen to 250. Entering the year 1971,850
people were on the rolls and in the first
few months of 1971 that figure has
gained 350, to the present total of 1,200.
This has necessitated the purchase in the
past few months of a new Scriptomatic
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machine to make the mailings more auto
matic and the purchase of other office
equipment such as a Gestefax stencil
maker and a new Gestetner mimeograph
machine. A Xerox reproducer and some
additional typewriters had been donated
by members.
Community Center Chairman Duane
Wolcott has now received approval by the
S.l.R. Board for a floor plan for the new
community center (September, Vector).
The new center has 16 offices and
will have a modern Members Lounge and
a new Game Room when work is com
pleted. The new facilities will particularly
make it much easier for S.l.R. to con
tinue to enlarge upon its legal, political
and community service activities. Vector
will have larger offices and its own tele
phones.
An additional employee is
needed to handle the increasing volume
of telephone calls (S.l.R. now has four
telephones) plus in-person and mail re
quests for services.
Presently, S.l.R.’s income comes
from four major sources: Stage Product
ions, 24%; Social Activities, 33%; Mem
berships 20% and Vector, 14%. Its ex
penditures are primarily for maintaining
its large community center and services
and these expenses will be larger with the
move to the new 12,000 sq. ft. facility at
340 Ninth Street. At present the Center
expenses are 75% of the total expendi
ture. . .This figure includes rent, utilities,
janitorial services, office supplies and
postage plus salaries (22%). Committee
projects come to an additional 19%,
mostly legal expenses and community ser
vice activities.
S.l.R.’s total income and expendi
tures will exceed $100,000 this year but
with this has come a considerable demand
on the organization for additional ser
vices. Office and telephone supplies have
considerably increased as activity has in
creased.
A major problem is that, with some
minor exceptions, S.l.R. supporters have
not included S.l.R. in their wills or as
beneficiaries in their insurance policies.
These moneys and assets continue to go
to distant relatives or medical foundat
ions. Although S.l.R. is recognized as the
outstanding gay organization in the
United States and has a responsible lead
ership, homosexuals have consistently
forgotten to provide for S.l.R. in these
wills and insurance policies.

Cocktail Lounges, Liquor licenses etc;
Contact Unique Realty ask for Mr. Tapia
863-1539
T H E FO U N TA IN "V oice of the Gay
Northwest" Published by the Second
Foundation o.f Oregon — Oregon's largest
& most active homophile organization
$2.50 per year (12 issues) sample copy 25
cents P.O. Box 4183 Portland, Oregon
97208
Room Needed By 29 yr old S .l.R . mem
ber, Concord, Walnut Creek area. Lv.
message days 344-5342 eve's — 837-6810
G A Y ? D R IN K IN G P R O B LE M ? Others
have found a way. We meet Fridays at
8 ;3 0 p.m. at 261 Fell off courtyard in
rear. For information call MA 6-2246
T H E FO U N TA IN "V oice of the Gay
Northwest" Published by the Second
Foundation of Oregon — Oregon’s largest
& most active homophile organization
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Lonely? Meet me at The Tropics 990
Post St. 776-8645
Brand new Science Fiction novel by
Larry Townsend! S C O R P IU S E Q U A 
TIO N . Available from the author, $2.25
PFkJ. L .T ., 525 N. Laurel Ave, LA 90048
DO Y O U H A V E A V O C A T IO N ? The
Order of St. Germain is accepting applica
tions from those sincerely interested in
entering the Community Life as a Brother
or as a Priest. For further information
and applications, write to; Fr. James
Matthew, P.O. Box 5794 S .F ., Ca., 94101
Hydeaway Barber Shop 317 Hyde St.
between Ellis & Eddy. Aubrey
T H E FO U N TA IN "V o ice of the Gay
Northwest" Published by the Second
Foundation of Oregon — Oregon's largest
& most active homophile organization
$2.50 per year (12 issues) sample copy 25
cents P.O. Box 4183 Portland, Oregon
97208
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Happenings in Sydney
and Amsterdam
Dateline; TORONTO, CANADA
The local Daily Star carried a half
page article on the Community Homo
phile Association. The article was a good
educational statement about how varied
homosexuals are and what the gay rights
movement is about. In Toronto, where
press coverage has been difficult to ob
tain, this article is encouraging.
Dateline: AUSTRALIA
Dennis Altman, who first wrote
about gay liberation for Vector (October,
1970) has written a book, “Homosexual:
Oppression and Liberation.” He discusses
S.l.R. and his own philosophy and atti
tudes. It will be extensively discussed in
next month’s Vector.
Dateline: WASHINGTON, D C.
The American Civil Liberties Union
has filed a suit in the U.S. District Court,
asking that the D.C. sodomy statute be
declared unconstutional because it vio-
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lates the right of consenting adults to
practice a private sex life.
Dateline; OAKLAND
Metropolitan Church here is located
at 440 Santa Clara St., 939-2646. A gay
Drinking Problem group has been added
and it meets Tuesdays at 8:30.
Dateline; SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
A new gay magazine, similiar to
Vector, is being launched here and its
publishers will be running some of Dr.
Inderhaus’ columns soon. The new mag is
called “William and John” : Box 654,
North Sydney.
Dateline; AMSTERDAM
The Dutch Society of Homosexuals
(COC) has filed a petition against the
state for allowing Dr. Rueben’s “Every
thing You Always Wanted To Know —”
to be released here. They are following
the many protests and demonstrations
against Dr. Rueben in this country be
cause of the distorted and uninformed
section on homosexuality.
Dateline: TELEVISION
Meanwhile, Dean Martin guested
Eddie Albert and Johnathon Winters and
all had to get in drag. The Carol Burnett
shows are resembling gay bar entertain
ment. On one of Carol’s segments one of
her regulars was in drag and acted sadisticly toward Paul Lynde. Lynde played a
person who gets his kicks from feeling
pain.
Dateline; LOS ANGELES
The editor of Vector, George
Mendenhall, spoke to H.E.LP.’s Tavern
Guild here; “1 can’t tell you how happy I
am to see the progress you have made.
You are fighting for what you think is
right. You are meeting in public, joining
hands to work together.” He reflected on
the days when homosexuals in Los
Angeles used coded names and were afraid to meet to discuss their rights.
Two men were observed in toilet
stalls in Los Angeles through peek holes.
They were arrested for alleged sex activ
ity. Although the toilet stalls had no
doors, H.E.L.P. Attorney Arlene
Andelson claimed that the mens’ privacy
had been invaded . . . and won the case.
The importance of this case is not that an
alleged sex act in a questionable place was
permitted without penality but that it
again brought attention to the fact that

police officers in Los Angeles find that it
is an important function to hide out in
broom closets and peek through holes to
catch homosexuals. The deployment of
police personnel for this type of activity
is questioned by rights groups such as
H.E.L.P., S.l.R., and the American Civil
Liberties Union.
One, Inc. has taken Newsweek to
task for claiming that D.O.B. and Mattachine were the oldest gay organizations
in the U.S. One says it was founded in
1952, one year before Mattachine.
Dateline: HOUSTON
“We question whether a practicing w .
homosexual can any more effectively pro
vide a Christian ministry for other homo
sexuals than can a drinking alcoholic
minister to other alcoholics,” states Rev.
Spurgeon Dunman, editor of The Texas
Methodist. He said “we must be more
compassionate and tolerant” but added
that homosexuality is “unnatural” and
“not an acceptable form of behavior.”
Dateline: CHICAGO
Gay Alliance has reorganized and
now has a clause in its constitution that
states that it will not endorse candidates
for public office or ally itself with non
homosexual causes and that it will “not
align itself with any organization that
advocates violence.”
Mattachine Midwest and The Trip
bar presented a Masquerade Ball at Hal
loween with free limousine service,
continuous entertainment, and $1,000 in
prizes.
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Dateline: UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Michael Frost, 25, was the over
whelming victor. He was crowned during
a football halftime to the cheering
throng. It seems that he had beat out five
lovely coeds, for the Alumni Day title of
Homecoming Queen.
Dateline: NEW YORK
Gasping fashion critics are amazed at
Designer Rudi Gernreich’s tongue-incheek designs. Rudi, who gave us the
“topless” swimsuit a few years back, is
not introducing the two-piece swim suit
— for men. Why a male would want to
cover his chest with the bra-like top has
the critics talking. Rudi says his line is
“unisex,” adaptable to either sex.
State Assemblyman Antonio Oliveri
states, “1 think we are finally arriving at
the realization that morality can not be
enfored or taught by law. ^ a t consent
ing adults do in private should be their
choice and decision.” Olivieri and fellow
legislator, Stephen Solarz, have held hear
ings here on “Crimes Without Victims.”
Both reactionary and liberal speakers tes
tified and then the two assemblymen
announced that they would propose a lib
eralization of the treatment of non-victim
crimes in the next legislative session .. .
(Continued on Page 44)
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American Sex Laws
Applicable to Homosexuals
William Parker’s continuing research is a most significant
contribution. Vector is proud to present a condensation of his
recent survey of aex laws in the various states that are applic
able to homosexuals. In an accompanying report, Mr. Parker
gives the many, varied definitions of such words as ’’sodomy”
and “lewdness” but it is too lengthy for us to print at this
time. His informational booklets on homosexuality have been
puUished by S.I.R. For a complete listing of S.I.R. publica
tions write: Publications Qiaimum, S.I.R., 83 6th Street. San
Francisco, 94103.
A LABA M A
attempt, crlmss against nature
crimes against nature
indecent exposure
vagrancy — immoral life
A LA SKA
indecent exposure
unnaturai crime, sodomy
A R IZ O N A
Indecent exposure
sodomy, crime against nature
lewd acts In unnatural manner
vagrancy — near public toilet
(if pravious sex conviction)
failure to register as aex offender
ARKAN SA S
sodomy or buggery
indecent exposure
prostitution, lewdness,
C A L IF O R N IA
sodomy or crime against nature
sex perversion — oral copulation
failure to register w sex offender
lewd conduct and indecent exposure
(if previously convicted)
offensive conduct
disorderly conduct
outrage public decency
C O LO R A D O
EffBctive on Ju ly 1, 1972:
prostitution
soliciting for prostitution
indecency, disorderly conduct
C O N N E C T IC U T
public Indecency and lewdness
D ELA W A R E
prostitution, lewdness
sodomy, crim s sgsirttt nature
D tST T R IC T O F C O L U M B IA
lewd, iniMbant. obsosna acta
di<0f(MftV otMftkiet
v s f ^ e y , lotW Ing, immoral life
eoiom y
F L O F ilO A
prostitution, lewdness
crime against nature
unnattt^ and lascivious acts
indecent exposure
, lewd persons
QE
1 to commit sodomy
f (Including lesbian acts)
aolicKMtOn o f sodomy, indecency
HAW AII
attempt to commit sodomy
open lewdness, indecent iwposure
lewd conduct, solicitation
pfostltution, lewdnasa. assignation
soUcitation for lewd acts
sodomy or crim e egeinst nature
vagrancy - lewd persons
loitering, lewdness wearing
aiodtes o f opposite sex with
intent to deceive

1

up to $800, up to 6 mot.
2 to 10 y n .
up to 1 yr., up to $SOO
up to $5(X>, up to 1 yr.
3 to 12 mot., $50 to $500
1 to 10 yrs.
up to 6 mos., up to $300
5 to 20 yrs.
1 to 5 yrs.
up to $300, up to 6 mot.
1 to 5 yrs.
up to 6 mos., up to $300
1 to 21 yrs.
$60 or more
1 to 3 mot. & $50 to $100
1 yr. to life
up to I S yrs.
up to 6 mos., up to $800
same as above
not lest than 1 yr.
up to $200, up to 3 mos.
tame at above
up to $800, up to 6 mos.

$40 to $750, up to 6 mos.
same as above
up to $800. up to 6 mot.
up to 6 mos., up to $1,000
fine. Imprisonment
up to $1,000, up to 3 yrs.
up to $300. up to 9 0 days
up to 9 8 8 e , up to 9 0 days
up to $300, up to 9 0 days
up to $1j0(i0, up to 10 yrs.
up
up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to
to

$800, up to 6
20 yrs.
$600, up to 6
$800. up to 6
$260, up t o B

mos.
mos.
mos.
mbs.

1 to 10 yrs.
1 to 2 0 yrs.
up to 41,0 0 0 , up to 1 yr.
up to $ 0 yrs.
up to f W I h u p t P $ mos.
up to $ 1,0 00 up to 1 yr.
same a t above
u p t o $ 8 0 0 .u p t p 1 yr.
up to $ 1,000, up to
yrs.
$10 to $600, up to f ^ .
up to $1,000, up to 1 y r.

ID A H O
E f f t e t in on January 1. 1972
public indecency
loitering to solicit deviate tax
IL L IN O IS
public indecency
IN D IA N A
public indecency
sodomy or crime against nature
IOWA
sodomy
prostitution artd lewdness
solicitation
open lewdness, indecent exposure
KAN SA S
consensual sodomy
lewd behavior, indecent exposure
loitering for imrrxiral purpose
K EN TU CKY
indecent or immoral practices
sodomy or buggery
prostitution, lewdness
Louisiana
crime against nature
indecent exposure, solicitation
M A IN E
crime against nature
indecent exposure
vagrants — wonton persons
M A R YLA N D
prostitution, lewdness
disorderly conduct, indecency
sodomy
unnatural, perverted sex
M A S SA C H U SS ET S
lewdness
crime against nature
unnatural & lascivious acts
lewd behavior, indecent exposure
M ICH IG A N
sodomy, crime against nature
disorderly persons, indecency
lewdness. indecent exposure
same-sex gross indecency
public solicitation, accosting
M IN N ESO TA
consensual sodomy
indecent exposure, lewdness
M ISSISSIPPI
lewd exposure
unnatural sex
vagrancy. imnrKtral life
M ISSO U RI
lewdness
crime against nature
M ON TAN A
irxleoent exposure
crime against nature
N EBRA SKA
crime against nature, sodomy
irxlecent exposure
N EVA D A
crime against nature
lewdnasa, indecent exposure
vagrancy, solicitation, loitering,
lewd conduct
failure to register, sex offender
atwmpt to commit sodomy

Homosexuality Is A

penalties not aveilable
at this time
up to $5(X>. up to 1 yr.
$8 to $1,000, up to 6 mos.
$100 to $1,000, 2 to 14 yrs.
up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to

10 yrs.
8 yrs.
1 y r.. up to $1 ,(XX)
6 mos., up to $200

up to 6 mos.. up to $ 1 ,0(X)
same at above
up to 1 m o., up to $600
1 to 5 yrs.
2 to 5 yrs.
up to $200, up to 1 yr.
up to $2,000; up to 5 yrs.
$100 to $500, up to 6 mos.
1 to 10 yrs.
up to $ 25, up to 6 mos.
up to 9 0 days
up to $800, up to 1 yr.
$6 to $ 80 , costs, 7-80 days
1 to 10 yrs.
up to $ 1 ,000, up to 10 yrs.
up to 3 yrs, up to $300
up to 20 yrs.
$1(X> to $1.000, up to 5 yrs.
up to 6 mos, up to $200
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to

life
9 0 days, up to $100
1 y r., up to $600
life, up to $2,500
9 0 days, up to $ K X )

up to 1 y r., up to $1,(X)0
$8 up, 10 days up
up to $ 50 , up to 20 days
up to 10 yrs.
10 to 30 days
up to 1 y r , up to $ 1 ,0(X>
2 yrs. up

By Bert Harriot
The couragious John Birch Society is
again “telling it as it is” in its current
magazine with an article by a former Yale
graduate, Dr. Medford Evans. This writer,
who formerly wrote “The Assassination
of Senator Joe McCarthy”, has written an
article on “Perversion And The Hatred of
God” for American Opinion magazine.
The original article is eight pages in
length, too long for publication here, so
we are reviewing it so that our readers can
see the fine logic in Dr. Evan’s thinking.
Homosexuals, particularly, will recognize
the truth in his statements.
Let us observe some of Dr. Evan’s
brilliant mind: “Homosexual love, turns
to hatred. Homosexual acts are far more
commonly sadistic than are normal acts
of coition ... Since homosexuals reject
the other sex, but idolize their own sex
and attempt sex acts, they are rejecting
the plan of Creation and thus are led to
reject the Creator.” . . . So true. It is the
hating, sadistic homosexuals that are
driven by their homosexuality who reject
Cod. Can’t everyone see that?
Any reader can see the logic of the
next step, as Dr. Evans explains: “To

Communist Conspiracy!

what shall we attribute the current ob
session with homosexuality? In signifi
cant part the epidemic of homosexuals,
like that of hippies and drug addicts, is
the result of a deliberate cultivation by
the Communist Conspiracy in order to
weaken traditional society and hasten the
destructive process of the revolution.
Like drug addiction and a lifestyle of idle
ness, homosexuality is encouraged by
Communists in non-Communists coun
tries, and severely punished in Com
munist countries. All these aberrations
weaken the State. Communists wish the
State to be weakened in non-Communist
countries, to be all-powerful in Commu
nist countries.” . . . It is obvious, that
having rejected God, that the practice of
homosexual acts would next drive the
homosexual into becoming a weak
capitalist — thus ready for Communism.
But the unsuspecting should be
aware as homosexuality can be suspect
where it is not and not suspect where it
actually is. For example. Dr. Evans con
tinues; “In Jackson, Mississippi, this past
summer we had a fair amount of work
done on the Interstate highway by what
looked like college boys on a summer job

' l
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Has”Unusual Things

— painting stripes between traffic lanes.
Now virtually all these kids had what on a
male we call long hair. I don’t know why
they wanted it, but there they were, they
had it. And most of these boys did not
have beards. But let me tell you, you
wouldn’t call them effeminate, you
wouldn’t call them sissy! They were out
there in denim shorts, period. No shirts,
no hats, no shoes. Bare feet on the hot
pavement, physical labor day after day.
They weren’t sissies. Well-muscled, big,
tough —and long haired.” .. . (This is not
a passage from a popular gay novel. It is
Dr. Evan’s actual account). Anyone could
see that these long haired guys were men,
real men! They had Dr. Evan convinced,
anyway . . . But one can be fooled, as the
John Birch writer states: “On the other
hand, it is a popular fallacy to assume
that tough brutes are exempt from suspi
cion.”
The sad thing about Dr. Medford
Evans’ commentary is that how can one
avoid the menacing atheistic, commu
nistic, sadistic homosexuals if they look
and act just like everyone else? We ask
that the Vector reader beware of every
one ... even writers for the John Birch
Society’sydwier/can Opinion magazine.
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up to 6 mos., up to $600
5 yrs. up

Featured
V-front leather lounging pouch
black leather only
one size S - M - L
price $35.00 add tax if Calif, resident
please add $2.00 for postage & handling
allow 4 weeks for delivery

up to 20 yrs.
up to $100, up to 9 0 days
1 to 6 yrs.
up to 6 yrs., up to $1X100
up to 6 mos, up to $600
sanw as above
up to 3 yrs. •

NEiMrj
t to commit sodomy
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PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMES

The new City Players, a new gay
theatrical group which has an ad in this
yector, has announced a cast of 34 local
gay entertainers that will star in its first
production, coming soon. Many S.I.R.
regulars are included such as Nancy,
Faye, Chuck Zinn, Chuck Waltz and Cliff
Reynolds. Jose is in it, as well as the
Fickle Fox's Don Cavello and Lori
Shannon.
A member of Gay Liberation Front
at SF State College has proposed a Gay
Studies Department pointing toward a
B.A. in Homosexuality!? GLF took an
active part in the Peace March here in
November. .. For info: Frank Melleno,
826-9131. NOVA, the women’s fun
group, continues to have socials, outings,
dinners, etc. Write: NOVA, 2414 I
California, Berkeley.
The Question Man in the S.F.
Chronicle asked what people had had
enough of and an unemployed young
man said, “Faggotts. We got too many
faggotts. Somebody suggested this place
in the Haight where you can stay over
night. All night long we had to fight off
faggotts.” His new address: The Embarcadero Y.M.C.A. (which is somewhat noto
rious).
“Are you sleeping alone these
nights?” was asked by the Question Man
on another day and Garrick Warren, a
metal sculptor, replied, “Yes and no. Oh,
1 have a friend over all the time but he
sleeps in the other room. I’d like to, but
it’s been quite a long while. Maybe I will.
Maybe I’ll just go out and cruise.”
Charles McCabe, SF Chronicle col
umnist, who has editorialized many times
for homosexual rights has also said “gay
is neither gay nor good” and in a Novem
ber column he states: “The drunk likes
being drunk, as the homosexual likes be
ing gay. One of the reasons these habits
are so hard to ‘cure’ is that they become a
way of life . .. and the gays know almost
no one but gays. They don’t like to leave
their friends.”
The Council for Gvic Unity a 25year-old civil liberties group, has called
for the police to stop dressing in sexy
clothes in order to entrap homosexuals. It
chides the police and finds it “harmful
for these grown-up men to act as imper
sonators. Such costumes and disguises
should be reserved for the theater or the
policeman’s ball.” The Council also called
on the Police Academy to permit homo
sexuals to talk with new recruits, rather
than the present use of psychiatrists to
discuss homosexuality. The Police Chief

said he would “consider the suggestions.”
Worship services at Metropolitan
Community Church here are at 6 PM,
Sundays, at St. Aidan’s Church, Diamond
Heights Blvd. and Gold Mine Dr. MCC has
now moved into its new Center at 150
Sixth Street and it includes a coffee
house and hotel. The information phone
number at MCC is 415-864-3576 or
415-864-3063 (crisis phone) . . . MCC has
a prayer meeting, Wednesdays; choir
practice, Thursdays; law seminar, Fridays,
a Spiritual Life meeting on Saturday
mornings.
Rev. Ray Broshears, who incorported
the name “Gay Activists Alliance" in ‘.his

E

city, claimed in a SF Chronicle article
that his militant group was endorsing
Scott Newhall for mayor instead of
Dianne Feinstein,whom the rest of the gay
community endorsed. Newhall is the
wealthy former editor of the Chronicle.
The final comment in the article:
“Dianne Feinstein has the endorsement
of S.I.R., the city’s largest homosexual
organization . .. Mrs. Feinstein failed to
show at the GAA Candidates Night.”
The South Pacific Motorcycle Club
of Sydney, Australia, recently visited San
Francisco and was hosted by Speakeasy,
Boot Camp and other gay spots. They
were on a Western States tour.
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Boy Lover
paedophilia: having an
affinity for the young
While Webster’s Dictionary defines
"boy "as a male between birth and puber
ty, we take a more limited definition
here. In this article we are referring to the
time period in a young male's life, from
13 to 16.
The subject presented here may
appall some o f our readers who believe
that it is best not to discuss the less popu
lar aspects of homosexuality. Certainly,
the legality o f an older man having a close
relationship with a young man, 13 to 16,
is a worthy subject for discussion. We are
presenting, unedited, an interview with a
charming, mature, retired 74-year-old
engineer who loves young boys. He was
interviewed in his home in Rome.
We wish to thank Frank Howell, our
reviewer, for taping this talk in Rome last
summer while he was on the One, Inc.
European Tour.
Next month. Psychologist Martin
Stow will discuss the attraction between
older people and younger people.
By Carlos Miura
I was born in Italy in 1897 and 1
lived here until 1 was 22.1 then moved to
the United States, where I lived for forty
years. 1 returned to live in Rome, Italy in
1961.
On a recent visit to the United
States, I observed such a tremendous
change in the public attitude toward our
condition. In 1921 to be homosexual was
indeed frightening and now we are com
ing into being recognized as human
beings; as it should be. This is a most
heartening thing for me to be able to say
because you can not even guess how fear
ful you were if you were homosexual in
1921 and had to conceal that part of
your life. Of course, I married and had
children and this made it more difficult as
1 knew the consequences if that side of

my life were revealed. 1 have been suc
cessful professionally and I have not had
any legal difficulty in my personal sex
life. I am so happy that there are. those
now who can come out in the open and
speak up for our rights.
How did 1 discover my sexual na
ture? 1 was left without a father at 7
years of age and by the time 1 was 16, my
mother had set up a private boys’ school.
She told me that I was a bright boy,
which 1 was, and that 1 should assist in
teaching the boys after 1 came home from
High School each day. So that is what 1
did. It was then that I discovered some
thing very peculiar about myself. One
boy began to take a very special interest
in me suddenly. He was 13 and as he sat
opposite me 1 found myself liking him
more and more and I began to notice his
personality change. A fondness grew up
between us. I remember that he wore
short pants, as boys his age did in those
days and 1 looked at his legs. His name
was Frederick. He said things to me, like
blossoms out from the inside of a person
like an act of God, that were most affec
tionate. We began to cuddle one another
and later, on other occasions we came to
know each other intimately. That was the
beginning of the whole thing.
From 16 to 22, things like this went
on in the school undetected. Then one
day my mother opened the wrong door
and she discovered what was happening.
You have to understand that my mother
was a woman of tremendous intelligence
but the sch A had a very good reputation
so she, ou of fear, said, “Carlos, you are
my only son (1 had two sisters) but I
think it IS time that you go out on your
own so 1 am sending you to the United
States to live with my sister in New
York.” In New York, I discovered that
my aunt had two young twin sons and I

soon fell unbelievably in love with one of
them. I would come home from work and
how 1 eagerly waited for him to greet me.
We would go out and walk and walk to
gether. It was four years of bliss, by then
he was 16. The split was when my aunt
told us that we were too close to each
other. . . and we had been as close as two
human beings could be. She said, “Don’t
you think you should leave Victor for
awhile?” This hurt me but 1 moved to
Chicago and continued my studies. I be
came a Construction Engineer and then
became very well established for my work
by building a bridge in Columbus, Ohio
and on another project for the
Pennsylvania Railroad. My design plans
were consistently better than those of
others and I kept the costs down so I
became most successful. This was in the
1930’s through the 1950’s.
My career was a side issue because
my problem was how I could satisfy my
terrific urge. I thought the best thing I
could do to satisfy myself was to get mar
ried as 1 was also very capable of having
sex with a woman. So I married in
Chicago and raised two fine boys to man
hood. One of my boys is a corporation
executive and the other is an engineer.
They have wonderful families. But mar
ried life did not change my sexual urge at
all. I organized a Boy Scout troupe and
was most successful as a Scout Master,
even going up into a position of impor
tance in that. It was a wonderful peri
od .. . being married and working with
the young boys all of the time. But
again ... like my mother in Italy and my
aunt in New York, for the third time in
my life a woman, my wife, was to tell me
that we must separate because she was
aware of what was going on between the
boys and myself. My sons were at the
University so they were on their own.

Each boy became a distinctly differ
ent individual, as they were as boys. The
Lord has been good to me in that 1 have
been able to remain friends of many of
my boys through life.
1 never took a boy off the street to
have sex with him in a sudden situation. 1
met the boys each in a variety of ways
where we could be social and get to know
each other. If you just had sex with a boy
momentarily, that would be the end of it.
It takes time to develop a love relation
ship. For some it takes a few weeks, for
others a year or longer. When the boy
loves you and you love him you can do
alniost anything together then. If you
love him you must bring him to the point
where he loves you. This is not easy. But
when it happens, it is the most marvelous
thing for both of you.
It has amazed me that out of my 30
to 40 boys that only one, possibly two,
have become homosexual. But in those
two cases, I believe they had tendencies
when they met me. I know I was not at
fault. . . You must understand, that 1
never dwell on the sex act but I wish a
relationship with the total boy, his intel
lect and his culture. They are like angels
and I help them spread their wings by
exposing them to many things in life of
an intellectual and cultural nature. 1 never
would say, “Let us fuck” or “Let us
suck” because such was unnecessary. The
sex, if there is any happens very natural
ly. One should keep relationships on a
higher plain than just the sex act.
You must do things to win their
affection. My present lover was not
musical but I introduced him to the piano
and although he was reluctant at first he
is now delighted that he plays better than
I do. You know, the area of sex itself is
so limiting. They may come to play with
you or you with them but there is so
much more. They are interested in sports,
a social life witlr other people their age
and their education in school. I enjoy see
ing the boys have a full life. You would
have enjoyed seeing me with 20 visiting
young boys as I toured them through the
ship yards in Los Angeles during World
War II. It was really a sight. I enjoyed
seeing them have such a good time. Once,
1 was involved in youth work in Los
Angeles and when we went camping in
the hills I always had a double-sleepingbag for my favorite and I. There was
usually fight over who would sleep with
me. But there was never, and I mean
never, any sex with those boys. I have to
estabUsh a firm friendship before that
could ever happen.
How do I meet boys? With one boy
it began when I taught him piano, with
another I volunteered to take a young son
of some visitors to Rome to visit Pompeii.
There is not always sex nor should there
be. The relationship is what is rewarding
to me. I do not however, want to relate
all of the incidents of my friendships and
(Continued on Page 48)
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by Harliegh Kyson, Los Angeles
Larry Mullen, San Franciseo
Many of our readers can remember
how scared they were when they realized
that they differed from others sexually.
We couldn’t talk to our parents and
friends about our feelings. We knew that
society, reinforced by the psychological
mythologizing by psychiatrists, saw us as
“sick.” Many in our society still think
this and those who are enlightened
attempt to Hnd out more about homosexu^ity by checking the books at their
local public library, the perennial source of
“knowledge.” And what do they Hnd? A
few one-sided books by the same straight
psychiatrists who put down homosex
uality for a variety of reasons.
This situation, happily, is beginning
to change due to the efforts of a group of
dissatisfied librarians themselves. The
American Library Association, recog
nizing dissent in its ranks, has formed the
Social Responsibilities Round Table
(SRRT), a loosely structured sub-group
which attempts to make libraries relevant
to the needs of the minority groups who
are trying to bring about social change.
SRRT is made up of a variety of Task
Forces. One such group has been estab
lished on Gay Liberation by Israel Fish
man.
The Gay Lib Task Force is working
for homosexual law reform and supports
all gay organizations. The most immedi
ate impact is its demand for non-discrim
ination in the hiring of homosexual librar
ians, the removal of the classiHcation of
Homosexuality as an “Abnormality” in
card classifications and the establishment
of more varied bibliographes that contain
books that explain that Homosexuality is
an acceptable way of life.
The National Microfilm Registry is
the Hrm that coordinates micronims of
publications and the ALA group is having
gay publications microfilmed so that this
national microfilm library can have all of
the back copies of these available for
machine projections. The microfilm
makes images larger and brighter than the
original.
Those interested in the continuing
work by the Gay Liberation Task Force
of the American Library Association may
write to Miriam Crawford, SRRT acaringhouse, 4240 Parkside Avenue, Phila
delphia, Pennsylvania, 19104. In The San
Francisco Bay Area, Vector’s book edi
tor, Frank Howell, may be contacted by
writing to S.I.R., 83 Sixth Street, San
Francisco, 94114. In the Los Angeles
area. Vector readers nuiy contact Harleigh
Kyson, Jr., 570 North Kenmore Avenue,
Apt. 310, Los Angeles, 90004.
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(Continued from Page 35)
Gay Activist Alliance here continues to
be a major force in lobbying for such leg
islation.
The well edited Socialist news
weekly, The Militant, has been broaden
ing its coverage to include the homo
sexual rights struggle: 14 Charles Lane,
NYC.
Dateline: LOS ANGELES
A group of hetero—, bi—, and homo
sexuals have filed a suit to prevent the
L.A. Police and Sheriffs Departments
from enforcing California felony laws
against oral and anal copulation. The
attorney for the case is Barry Bernstein of
Beverly Hills.. . . A similiar suit, filed by
S.l.R. Legal Chairman B.J. Beckwith last
year, was unsuccessful.
Dateline: SEATTLE AREA
The Columns Northwest continues as
this area’s slick magazine . . . The new
Olympic steam baths is open at 359 W.
Morrison in Portland . . . There is The
Bullring bar for the toreadores and BJ .’s
for entertainment — in Vancouver. .,
Tacoma has The Sand Box on Commerce
street, with dancing yet. Visit the North
west!
Dateline: WASHINGTON, D.C.
A group called “Wa^ington ‘72” is
interested in reactions to the possibility
of a national gay rally and demonstration
in the capital in 1972. Write: 806 1/2 E
Street SE, Wash. D.C., 20003.
DateUne; ATASCADERO, CALIF.
Dr. Paul BramweU, director of the
state mental hospital here, was quoted by
underground writer Don Jackson, as say
ing “These men have no rights” when
referring to homosexuals. This institution
and Vacaville State Prison use electric
shock to “cure” homosexuals, according
to U.C. Santa Barbara professor William
Chambliss.
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Deviation and

Strange Loves
By Frank Howell
Dr. Eustace Chesser has plugged
away at his pro-sexual mission for over
twenty years. His Love Without Fear is a
standard among nearly thirty titles. 1 can
remember feeling comforted during my
teen years by reading some of his pioneer
ing statements favoring erotic freedom
before it became the “in” thing to do. In
Strange Love he fails to offer much that
is startling or new for those who are well
read. For the novice, however, he pro
vides a rousing introduction. Chesser’s
philosophy is clearly anchored in compas
sion and tolerance when he writes, “Per
haps loveless sex, whatever form it as
sumes, is the true and only perversion.
When (man) behaves with callous disre
gard for anyone but himself he ignores his
essential nature as a human being.”
Dr. Chesser’s kindly attitude
stretches far indeed. He blankets in not
only homosexuality (in three chapters, in
cluding female) but also adultery, fetish
ism, transvetism, and flagellation. When
not carried to extremes he considers these
expressions of emotion as genuine social
acts. Only rape and the more obvious
deeds of forcing your attention are label
ed anti-social. This leaves a good deal of
room to operate in. The S & M crowd will
rejoice. Chesser has succeeded in out
lining the area of what is normal as
opposed to what strikes us as downright
sick. The line cannot always lie straight
on the page. Circumstances and people
vary more than we will ever know. When
does a belt lashing signify affection and
when does such an act usher in the doc
tors couch?
Sexual fantasy holds the key to some
of these disturbing questions. In his chap
ter on erotic illusions we find a case histo
ry of a man in his twenties which illus
trates the dilemma. This gentleman was
unable to consumate the sexual act with
his wife until he began to gaze upon
homosexual pornography prior to inter
course. His wife possessed features similar
to that of a boy. Without the aid of these
arousing pictures his potency was lost. We
can only hope he found some middle
ground between fantasy and the reality of
solid flesh.
Strange Loves may lead to a fresh,
realistic framework for evaluating any in
dividual who is put down as “deviant.”
Hopefully, a more detailed and solid
approach will appear soon.
REMEMBER!
VECTOR ADVERTISERS
SUPPORT YOU!
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N O R T H C A R O L IN A
c rim against nature
indaoant exposure
N O RTH D A K O TA
indecent exposure, indecency
sodomy
vagrancy, lewd behavior
O H IO
indecent exposure, solicitation
attempted sex perversion
sodomy
failure to register, sex offender
O KLAH O M A
outraging public decency
attempted crinna against nature
crime against nature
prostitution, lewdness
O R EG O N

EHeetiv» on Jonueiy 1, 1972:

public solicitation
public indecency
sexual misconduct
P E N N S Y L V A N IA
sodomy
solicitation for sodomy
public indancy, lewdness

R H O D E IS L A N D
crime ageinst nature
vagrancy — lewd behavior
SO U T H C A R O L IN A
lewdness, indacency, vagrancy
buggary
indecent exposure
vagrancy
SO U T H D A K O T A
vagrancy, immoral life
crime against nature
indecent exposure
outraging public decency
TEN N ESSEE
crime against nature
prostitution, solicitation
lewdness
TEXA S
sodomy
public exposure
vagrancy, immoral life
UTAH
lewdness, indecency, obscenity
prostitution, lewdness
consensual sodomy
vagrancy, lewd persons
VERM O N T
lewdness, lascivious conduct
fallation
prostitution, lewdness
sodomy
V IR G IN IA
prostitution, solicitation
crima against nature
iitdeoent exposure
W A SH IN G TO N
indecent exposure
sodomy
lewdness, obscenity
W E S T V IR G IN IA
lewdness, leedvious conduct
crinte egeinst neture
Indecent exposure
W YO M IN G
prostitution, lewdnen
eodomy
indecent exposure, indecency
vagrency, immoral life
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Your prime rib was cold? You had to wait too long for a
table? The bartender put too much vermouth in your
martini? you couldn’t find a place to park?
Some things we have indeed done well. Mistakes we have
made.
Along the lines of the “oriental philosophy” we would
like to say thank you to those of you that have remained our
customers, been our friends, and critics. We would also like
to reach out to those of you that we may have lost for one
reason or another and invite you back.
Another year heis passed and you the public have helped
make the "Fickle Fox” one of the top restaurants in its
category.
We would like to wish you the happiest of holidays. We
will be looking forward to the challenges of "1972.” En
deavoring to serve you as well as we have attempted to do in
1971, and we hope even better.
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Boy (Continued
Lover
from Page 40)
loves involving boys. Many of them are
fond memories that 1 do not wish to
share.
My wife and I are still good friends
and she recently came to visit me here in
Rome. She now thinks that her original
decision was a mistake and she does not
like living alone so she would like for us
to be together again. We had a marvelous
time seeing Rome together but it would
never work ou t. .. 1 am independent
and I have made a good life for myself
here in Rome and 1 do not, at 74, want to
change that. 1 belong to a homosexual
organization here and I have very many
friends. It is a pleasant and happy life.
Not all of my friends in Rome know
about my relationship with Alan (a young
man who lives with Carlos) as my social
contacts are also extensive outside of the
homosexual thing. Those of my friends
who do know, do not find it adverse. 1
have two other young friends who visit
me. One is a student in Naples and
another is a musician here in Rome.
The Italian viewpoint is generally
“live and let live” and homosexuals are
much more out in the open now. Gore
Vidal is well kno.wn and lives here in
Rome. The director of the excellent
movie, “Death in Venice” is another.
(At this point Mr. Muirá mentions several
well known Italian public figures in
science and the arts who have come out
openly as homosexuals).
Boy lovers are not made. They are
born. There are not experiences that
makes one into a boy lover. It is born
into you. It is not sex per se, as so many
people think. It is beautiful but it only
lasts 2,3 or 4 years at the most. What is
the attraction? It is hard to pin down. It
is the blossoming out into something,
that catches my senses. It is nothing that
1 can do anything aobut. The true rela
tionship that happens is something that is
beneath, that is hidden to us. It is not
something you put in the laboratory to
analyze. It starts casually, evolves, flour
ishes, is voluptuous and then begins to
decay as the boy reaches about 16.
In my 58 years as a boy lover, 1 have
had 30 or 40 relationships. They have all
followed the same pattern. Other gentle
men they can have relationships that last
for years and years with varying degrees
of happiness or grief or what will you,
with one partner. But 1 have my fond
memories too.
1 helped these boys to become some
thing worthwhile. I could because of my
financial position and my concern. With
my help, one of the boys became one of
your great Scientists in the United States.
1 brought one young man from Italy to
live with our family in Chicago and we
were very close. Today he is a big man
with an airline in the states. I have great
pride in all of the boys 1 have helped.

SA TU R D A YS

D A N C E A T S .I .R ........................9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Join in the fun. A nightclub atmosphere. Mem
bers $1. Non-members $1.50 {No dance due to
S IR L E B R I T I E S on Nov. 13, 20)

SU N D AYS

M E T R O P O L IT A N C H U R C H S E R V I C E 6 p.m.
Services, social hour — St. Aidans Church

MONDAYS

P S Y C H O L O G Y R A P S ESSIO N . . . .
1 p.m.
Informal rap on psychology with Martin Stow .

TU ESD A YS

1390 California St
Phone 673-2755

The Place To Meet

SM O K E W A T C H E R S .................................. 7 p .m .
A group that puts a halt to smoking.
G A Y C R O SS , Tune K Q E D - F M . . . .
Metropolitan Church radio program.

W ED N E SD A Y S S E N IO R C IT IZ E N S L U N C H .................

1 p.m.
A free lunch for the city's senior citizens. Also
bingo, movies. Financed by S .I.R .'s friends.

TH U RSD AY

L I V E M O D E L A R T C L A S S ...................... 8 p .m .
A L C O H O L IC S A N O N Y M O U S ............. 8 p.m.
A special group, meets at S .I.R . Center
D E A F G A Y G R O U P ..........3 r d T h u rs .

San Francisco’s
Newest Gay Bar
Formerly the Old Ccd-Hyde Remember?

THE ONLY BAR OF ITS KIND
ON THE CALIFORNIA
CABLE CAR LINE
TWO B L O C K S FROM P O L K S T R A S S E

FREE SPAGHETTI FEED SUNDAYS 5 TO 7 PM
(WITH O N E DRIN K MINIMUM)

8 p.m.

F R ID A Y S

8 p.m.

D ISC U SSIO N G R O U P .............................. 8 p .m .
S .I.R . members 8t friends discuss a variety of
subjects
Dec. 3 — Gay Movies and Books
Dec. 17 — V D , Preventing It

Special Events
M EM B ER SH IP M E E T IN G ..............Dec. 1 .......................
Members Only Business Session ■

8 p.m .

P U B LIC OPEN H O U S E .......... Dec. 1 5 ........................... 8 p.m .
Call 433-5-^-433 for details
B O A R D O F D IR E C T O R S (S .I.R .) .................................
Dec. 8 and 22; Members may attend.

8 p.m.

S.I.R. EVENTS ARE PUBLIC
Membership in S .I.R . is only $15 but non-members may attend most
events. The S .I.R . Community Center is at 83 6th S t ., San Francisco.
781-1570. Office hours M-F, 12-8 p.m. Visitors welcome.

M IC H E L L E SHOW S .I.R . B E N E F IT
Dec. 1 0 - 1 1 - 1 2 , call 4 3 3 - 5 - 4 3 3
T A V E R N G U IL D B O A R D .................
T G S F Board Members only

1 0 : 3 0 a .m .
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G R A F F IT I
by Lawrence Spears

One thing that most males have in
common is that they use public rest
rooms. While defecating there is usually
nothing much to do to occupy one’s
mind . .. So some males take out a pen or
pencil and write or draw something on
the wall. Then research experts come
along and study the walls to see what has
been written. Well, that is what Lee Sechrest and A. Kenneth Olson did and they
reported their findings in the Journal of
Sex Research.
The researchers specifically studied
the men’s room walls in toilet areas in
four types of institutions of higher educa
tion in a large metropolitan area.
In an earlier and similar study, con
ducted by the Kinsey Institute, it was dis
covered that 86% of the inscriptions on
the walls were sexual in nature with 75%
of the sexual inscriptions in some way
involving homosexuality. In a study by
Sechrest and Flores it was discovered that
in the United States such writings were
much more common than in other coun
tries. The implication drawn was the pos
sibility there is more homosexuality in
this country.
Kinsey (1948) concluded that eco
nomically poor males were less interested
in or stimulated by homosexuality. It was
logical therefore that the trade schools
and junior colleges would have less homo
sexual writings in the Men’s than those in
the four-year colleges and professional
schools. Another factor to take into con
sideration is that the later group is older
than the first group.
The total writings averaged three per
stall. Heterosexual inscriptions had their
highest number in the trade schools with
drawings of the female genitalia more
common. . .. Most drawings have com
ments nearby with the humor sharper at
the higher school levels. . .. The homo
sexual writings in the upper schools had
more lengthy, detialed accounts of homo
sexual intercourse of the type available in
frankly pornographic books. .. . Almost
all of the homosexual inscriptions were
invitations for sex or drawings of the
male genitalia.
The bulk of nonsexual inscriptions
are of little interest, but many of them
were of a hostile nature and others reflec
ted a racial or ethnic prejudice. Most sur
prising were the extensive, forceful and
inventive hostile writings in the trade
school Men’s. In one trade school, for
example, nine writings were anti-Negro,
seven anti-white, and one anti-Semitic. At
the other end of the scale, the profes
sional school had no ethnic or racial writ
ings.
Sechrest and Olson explain that the

number of heterosexual writings re
mained generally the same at all school
levels but that the homosexual writings
were more extensive and at detailed
length at the higher levels.
A study by Sechrest and Flores
(1969) states that these findings do not
necessarily reflect the frequency of sex
experiences but Kinsey (1948) notes,that
in the lower socio-economic level early
heterosexual experiences are more fre-

quent. It can be stated that toilet wall
inscriptions of an erotic nature develop
out of the fascinations of the inscriber
and his judgment about what others will
find fascinating. ... Those persons who
displayed their hostility on the toilet
walls of trade schools are talented in the
expression of hostility, and beside their
efforts the weak and limited expressions
of presumably brighter and more verbal
students in colleges and professional
schools appeared pitiful.
With Laud Humphrey’s superb study
on “Tearoom Trade” we now have a new
research area, the rest room writings. It
boggles the mind to ithagine what new
research project is underway.
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THINK ABOUT IT!

1934 University Avenue (1 Block W. off 101 Freeway) PALO ALTO

See our Mystery (?) Mirrors!

Safety Boxes
Color T V

E — Ent*rtalnm«nt
B — Brunch, Sunday
R — Ractaurant alto
D — Dancing
W — Woman
L — Lunchaa

TAVERNS

SAN FRANCISCO

DOWNTOWN
Allay Cat, 330 Mason St. 9B2-796B, D
Ambataador Lounga, 101 Eddy St. 441-2328
Blua & Gold, 136 Turk St. 673-2040
Campua, 1551 Mlaalon St. 863-1562
Film Room, 180 Golden Gate, 775-4959
Gangway, 841 Larkin S t. 885-4441
181 Club, 1,81 Eddy, 441-5373, E
Kokpit, 301 Turk St. 775-3260
Landmark, 45 Turk St. 474-4331, R
Lata* Lllly'a Saloon, 209 Stavanaon St. (naar
3rd a Markat) 392-8840, L, R
Lonaly Bull, 471 Turk St. 673-9891, R
Orphaum Circua, 1188 Markat St. 863-9260 E
R, 8
Paga Ona, 431 Natoma, 982-1837, L, 8 , E , R
Polynealan Mary'a, 154 McAlllatar, L, R
Randazvoua, 567 Suttar St. / t il-3949, D
SavonI'a Night Cap, 699 O'Farrall St.
Suttar’a Mill, 316 Buah St. 397-0121, L , R
Totia'a, 743 Larkin, 673-6820
Trapp, 72 Eddy St. 362-3838
Tropici, 990 Pott, 776-8645

Mlaaouri Mula, 2348 Markat, 626-1163, R, 8
Nothing Special, 469 Cattro, 626-5876
Pendulum, 4146 18th St, 863-4441
Riff-Raff, 621 Gough St. 921-9736, R
Saturnalia, 199 Valencia, 863-9652, D
Seott'a Pit, 10 Sanchez St. 626-9534, W
Tha Twilight, 456 Caatro, 621-9193
Toad Hall, 482 Caatro, 864-9797

BACHELOR QUARTERS
SAUNA HEALTH CLUB

Private Rooms
Ample Parking

N O T E: Hundreds o f places ere listed in "guide
books" that are dosed o r only sometimes gay.
This listing is ONL Y o f strictly gay spots. Each
month M« will update this listing.

M ISSION - U PPER M A R K E T ,
CA STRO A R EA
FIckla Fox, 842 Valancla, 826-3373, R, 8
Kally'a Saloon, 3489 - 20th St. 285-0066, W, 8,
D, R
Libra, 1884 Markat, 552-0886, R, 8
Mint, 1942 Markat, 861-9373, R, 8, L
Connia’a "Why Not?", 878 Valancla, 647-6949

Come and Relax
at
THE NEW “BQ”

120 Lockers
F R E E Coffee

d a p d u td c

Snack Bar
Sun Deck

Phone; 415; 325-7575

Special Rates to University Students, Truckers and the Military.
*BQ” membership not required, but ask about the Benefits & Discounts available.
(BRING THIS AD AND A FRIEND FOR $1.00 DISCOUNT EACH)

PO LK S T R E E T
Cloud 7, 2360 Polk. 474-9960
Early Bird, 1723 Polk, 776-4162
Houaa of Harmony, 1312 Polk, 885-5300
Mr. Lucky'a Polk and Poat, 885-2991
Naw Ball, 1203 Polk St., 775-6905
On tha Q .T ., Polk and Clay, 885-1114, R , 8
P 3 ., 1121 Polk St., 441-7798, R, 8
Polk-A-Long, 1548 Polk S t., 441-8413
Tower Lourtga, 1488 Pine St.. 771-6040
Tycon'a, 2450 Lombard, 441-0157, R, 8
Yacht Club, 2155 Polk St., 441-8381, B
FO LSO M S T R E E T A R E A
Boot Camp, 1010 Bryant, 626-0444
Cow Palace Saloon, 1347 Folaom, 863-6458
Dead End, 582 Folaom, 621-9088
627 Club, 627 Bryant, 781-9625
Ramrod, 1226 Folaom, 431-9233
Round Up, 6th A Folaom, 863-9628

S p a a k a a a y . 2 7 4 2 -1 7 th S t . (a t Bryant)
621-1911, R, B, O, E, L
Stud, 1 535 Folaom. 863-2980
Tha Corner ‘Longhorn Saloon', 16th & Folaom
861-2811

T R IP L E S COMPANY

A R O U N D TOWN
a u b Dori, 427 Praaidio, 931-5896, R, 8
Laonarda'a, 16 Laland Ava, 585-1796, 8, W
Tha Lion, DIvIdadaro & Sacramento, 567-6565
N O RTH B EA C H
BaJ, 131 Bay, 421-1872, R, 8

C apri, 1326 G rant, 434-0541
Gold Street, 56 Gold St., 397-6626, R , 8 , E
Graco'a, 1335 Grant, 391-7447, D
Jackaon'a, 2237 Powall, 362-2696, R, B

1485 Bayshore Blvd.
San Francisco Ca. 94124
556-4144

C O L E - H A IG H T A R E A
Bradlay'a Cornar, 900 Cola, 664-7766
Lucky Club, 1801 Haight, 387-4644
Mauda'a, 937 Cola, 731-6119, W

PENINSULA

Palo Alto:
Locker Room, 1951 E. Univaralty, 322-8005
Redwood City:
Bayou, t640 Main, 366-9444, D, R , 8
Cruiaar, 2651 El Camino, 366-4955, 8 , D
HIva, 3201 Middlaford Road, 365-9568, W
La Cabaret, 2821 El Camino, 365-6700, D
San Jote:
Tha Galley, 163 W. Alma St., 286-9656, B
Santa Clara:
Tha Tinkar’a Damn, 46 Saratoga, 243-4595, D, B
Cupertino:
Tha Savoy, 20469 Silverado Ava., 255-0195, W

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

Burglar,
Fire & Intercom Systems
For Home & Industry
Also Smoke Detectors

SANTA CRUZ

141 Club, 399 Baach St, 423-9878, O

EAST BAY

Oakland;
Barry's, 352 14th St, 832-9116
Carnation Club, 12(X> 13th Ava, 532-9925, R, 8
Chalet, 414 E. 12th, 444-8556, W
E xit, 3333 Lakaahora Ava, 451 -2329, E , O
Grandma's House, 135 12th, 444-9966, R, 8,
D. L
Inn-B-Twean, 2325 East 14th St, 532-9938
Lancars, 3255 Lakashora, 832-3242, R, 8
Lou & Raa's, 2304 Telegraph, 444-5009
Manhola, 6534 Foothill. 638-9927, E
Whita Horse, 6647 Telegraph, 662-3820
Hayward;
Aloha Club. 68 " A " St, 581-9856, D
Turf Club. 22517 Mission, 581-9877
Chances R, Many on & Tennyson, 783-4426, O, E
Santa Rota

G aylo rd 's, 3536 Guerneville rd.

if your trip is male

action

photos,

slides a n d films
f eaturi ng h U R Q

young studs

BATHS

SAN FRANCISCO

Baths, 3244 21st (at Mission), 285-3000
Castro Rock, 582 Castro, 863-9963
a u b , 132 Turk, 775-5511
Dava's, 100 Braodway, 362-6669
Finnish, 1834 DIvisadaro, 921-0306
Jack's, 1143 Post, 673-1919
RItch St, 330 Ritch, 392-3582
San Francisco, 229 Ellis, 776-8013

PENINSULA

Palo Alto;
Golden Soor Sauna, 1205 Baythora, 325-9121
Redwood City:
Fred's Health Club, 1718 Broadway, 365-9303

A FTER HOURS
(C a ll fo r en tra n ce req u ire m e n ts)
Big Basket, 1031 Kearny, 986-9977
Covered Wagon, 278 11th St., 626-7220, R

doi ng w h a t they
like best, send
for our b r o c h u r e .

7///
BOX 2850, DEPT, 1511
SAN FRANCISCO 94126

7VaU S tfie e t

R o o fe s

"'Unlawful activities that do not harm
>»

innocent victims should be removed—
by Lawrence Spears

New York City, in one single day.
recently had two murders, 60 beatings,
210 robberies, 550 burglaries and 460
major thefts. Meanwhile, on this same
day, a number of officers were used to
raid ten Manhattan movie houses showing

erotic sex movies. Owners and projection
ists were arrested and planted cameramen
photographed the patrons for release on
the evening television news programs.
Accross the nation, in San Francisco,
five officers were involved in one even
ing’s viewing and the confiscation of films

at the O’Farrell Theater. The police in
this city have solved only 13% of the
major crimes.
The Wall Street Journal seriously
questions the validity of deploying men
for these activities when there is so much
unsolved major crime. Writer Jonathan
Kwitny has asked, “Multiplied a thou
sand times every day across the country,
does such enforcement of public morality
impair the efficiency of police, courts and
prisons in safe-guarding life and prop
erty?” He continues: “A large and grow
ing number of lawyers, judges and police
officials think so. They argue that many
unlawful activities that don’t harm inno
cent victims should be removed from the
criminal justice area — that is decriminal
ized.”
One liberal police commissioner in
New York said recently that, “The police
are burdened with an enormous number
of laws they’re supposed to enforce. It’s
impossible for us to do it all. If these laws
weren’t on the books, obviously we’d
have more time to deal with serious
laws.”
Oddly enough, more than half of the
persons arrested in this country have
never laid a hand on a fellow citizen or
stolen anything! They were arrested for
being too drunk, using drugs, performing
“illicit” consensual sex acts, gambling,
running away from home or dealing in
pornography.
California State Senator Donald
Grunsky (Republican, Watsonville)
expresses a common objection to relaxing
victimless crimes: “I’m worried about the
permissiveness in this country today. We
don’t propose to enact laws that will
make it easier for people to pour their
lives down a drain.” Senator Grunsky, in
1969, fired six persons, mostly law pro
fessors, that had been hired to redraft
California’s criminal statutes. These pro
fessors, it was widely thought, might have
recommended the relaxation of laws that
now make marijuana and private, consen
sual sex illegal.
The article ends on a note of hope as
it refers to some state legislators in New
York State who are determined to reopen
the entire issue of the value of making
arrests on gambling, prostitution and
homosexuality. Certainly more important
spokesmen are now willing to speak out
on the subject, including the prestigious
Wall Street Journal.

By Martin Stow
Christmas seems an appropriate time
to comment upon a book which discusses
“A Christian’s Approach to Homosexual
ity”. Norman Pettinger, the author, is
known to some as the Anglican priest
who collaborated with the late Episcopa
lian Bishop, James Pike, in his writings.
Time for Consent was originally a pam
phlet quite popular in England rewritten
and amplified into book form. Although
author Pettinger is cloistered in the an
cient walls of King’s College, Cambridge,
no authority, of whatever persuasion, can
doubt that he has “been around” and
knows his subject matter. One can only
question the way in which he has put his
facts together and the conclusions he has
derived.
1 mean no disrespect when 1 say that
this is the book one would give to a
church-going mother or maiden aunt of
some intelligence and understanding who
is somewhat upset about your homosex-

Psychologist Analyzes Dr. Pettinger
motivated by aggression would be illegal.
The closest that the psychologist can
come to this theological basis is to assert
that all men need affection but in their
striving to attain this goal they often ex
press hostile feelings. In the case of
homosexuality these hostile feelings are
most often expressed genitally. It is there
fore, quite possible to find frequently
functional (good) relationships in which
there is a disfunctional (bad) physical
component. This is what leads to the
much more frequent long relationship in

Pettinger, Norman
Time for Consent
SCM Press Ltd, London
1970, pgs 124^________

ual life style. One could hardly find a
more competent Christian defense of
homosexuality. God created man with
the capacity and need to love; the object
of his love and the way in which he ex
presses this love are of secondary impor
tance. As long as the intent of the homo
sexual is to express toward and receive
love from another it is not sinful because
God condones love in any form. So far,
so good.
Since the Rev. Pettinger is a cleric we
cannot condemn him for expressing his
ideas in theological context, but it is at
this point that psychological dissent oc
curs. Homosexual relationdiips motivated
by love are good; those motivated by hate
are bad. Long, stable relationships are
good; short transitory relationships are
bad. The author begins by citing cases of
long homosexual relationships in which
physical sexual acts are an important
part. In doing so he holds up a model
which is an exception rather than the
mle. He continues throughout the book
to not fully grasp the significance of
man’s ambivalent (good and bad) nature.
The theologian is ever hopeful that
man can separate the good from the bad,
consciously and willfully. The psychol
ogist is skeptical about theories and ethics
predicated on this hope. U Time for Con
sent were used as a basis for a legal code
governing homosexual conduct, homosex
ual relationships of some duration in
which the fellatio and sodomy were
found to be an expression of love would
be legal, whereas, short relationships in
which the sexual acts were found to be

/

which sex within the relationship is no
longer a factor.
It is only conjecture that Christ loved
his disciples of long acquaintance more
than the objects of his immediate mira
cles of healing. Length and frequency are
not conditions of love. The promiscuous
person is as capable of love as is the most
sexually “faithful”. Author Pettinger is
sincere in inviting the homosexual into
the Christian fellowship but there are
some conditions to this invitation which
may cause the homosexual to hesitate.

Hilton
Photographed in the Virgin Islands by the
Dirty Old Frenchman, l^ok for Hilton in
Le Sialon's coming Newcomers, No. 2.
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HALLOWEEN NITE at S.I.R.
A turn-away crowd of several hundred people crowded S.I.R.
Center in San Francisco on Halloween night to observe the contenders
for the coming Golden Awards. Social Chairman Bob Cramer and his
assistants magnificantly created magic with the Center walls lined in
black vinyl and an impressive altar on center stage. Two cocktail
lounge areas were available and every available table and standingroom-only space was taken.
Scores of elaborately costumed groups arrived by buses at the
lighted stage entrance while others stepped from limousines.. . and
the following morning the city’s newspapers told the story of the
night at S.I.R. the San Francisco Examiner had called upon the com
munity to come and enjoy in an article before the event. They came,
they enjoyed, and even though S.I.R. members were admitted free
over $1,000 profit was realized for the New S.I.R. Center Fund.
T H E G U E S T S A R R IV E D
A — "Patty" and Chuck Zinn welcome Queen Victoria.
B — A Good Fairy cast her spell on the crowd.
Set design, Lom e Gay
C — V ick i of the 181 Club received an ovation.
Chandeliers, Peerlite
D — The skeleton was actually S .I.R .'s David Stahiman.
Flowers, Garden Path
E — She carried birdcages
F — Under the colorful cape was a sparkling gown.
G — There was a minimum of costume but an ornate headpiece.
H — "Patty" introduced Vector movie reviewer, Magdalena Montezuma.

□ Hustlers Holiday No. 1 — $5.00
□
□

Manpower No. 3 — $6.00
Manpower No. 4 — $6.00

□ Malevue No. 1 - $2.25
B E S U R E TO E N C L O S E O R D E R FO RM WITH C H E C K , M O N EY O R D E R
O R CA SH TO :

LE SALON

1118 Polk Street, San Francisco, C A 94109

I am an adult at least 21 years of age.
signature
□

P 200 Night of the Sad ist...... $2.25

g p 2Q6 C o m e , K ille r , C o m e -

□

P201 Pool B o y ...........................$2.25

□ p 2 0 7 M y D a rk L o v e r - $ 2 .2 5

□

P 202 Robbie

□ Man P o w e r N o . 3 — $ 6 .0 0

........................... $2.25

□ P 203 My Teacher,

My Lover ..$2.25

□ Man P o w e r N o . 4 — $ 6 .0 0

□

P 204 Gay Blades .....................$2.25

D M alevue N o . 1 - $ 5 .0 0

□

P 205 Fathers, Sons, & Lovers $2.25

°

H u stle rs H o lid a y N o . 1 - $ 5 .0 0

Name
Address
City .

$ 2 .2 5

State

Please include IS cents per item for handling and postage.
N O T E; California Residents Add Appropriate Sales Tax.

Zip

